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CALENDAR FOR 1 889. 
Term opened 
Entrance Examinations 
Reef tations began 









Address before Trustees 
Commencement Exercises 
Winfer Vacation from November rn, 1889, to -
Wednesday, February 27. 
\ Wedu~sday, February ~7. 
i Thursday, Febnmry 28. 
Friday. March 1. 
Tuesday, .\prll :~o. 
'l'hursda), :\lay so. 
June 13 to HJ. 
\Vednt-l'da~ •• Jura• rn. 
Wedtwsdn~. Jttnt' 17. 
_\ ·wed1wsday .• July 17. 
I Thursday, July 18. 
Friday, .Jul) 19. 
~·ovember 6 to 13. 
Sunda), November 10. 
Tuesday evening, Nov. 12. 
Wednesday, ~ ovember 13 
J<"euruary :.?!>, 1 son. 
CALENDAR FOR 1890. 






Field Sports and Competitive Mllitarv Drill 





Address before Trustees 
Commencement Exercises 
Winter Va<>ntfon from November 12. 1890, to 
Tuesday, J:<'ebruary 25. 
\ Tuesday. J:<'ebruary 25. 
i Wednesday, l''ebrnary 26. 
Thursday, February 27. 
Friday. Ma) so. 
June 11 to 18. 
WedneE-da). June 18. 
Wednfsday, June 18. 
Tuesday, July 15. 
j Tuesday, .July 15. 
1 Wednesday, July 16. 
Thursday, JuJ)-17. 
November 5 to 12. 
Sunday, ~oveml>er 9. 
Tuesday evening, Nov. 11. 
Wedne~day, November 1'2. 
February 24, 1801. 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES. 
F'frst Vistrict-Ilon. J. W. <ianwr, l'olumlrn~ City, 
Second District- lion. C. ~1. I>unbar, .'.\laquoketa, 
T11ird Dlstrlct-llc•n. <i. W. I>unham. :\lanrhester. 
Fourth District-11,in. :-,. P. Y t>omans. Charleb <"1 t ~. -
Pift11Dflit ... ict-lh11. ,Jo~t'Jlh l>)~art. l>)sart. 
Sixth 1Jist1 let-lion. Johu ~Ion ibon. lledrirk. 
Se1•cnth District-lion. J. S. Clarkson, IJeR Moint ~. 
Bighth District-lion. (ito. Van Houten. Lenox. 
l\·111t11 I>lstrict-llon. Platt \Vicks. Harlan. 
Te11th District-Hon. Eu11:ene SeC'or. Forel"t ('it). 
Elc-ucnth District-Hon. <'. I>. Boardman, Odebolt, 
OFFI<'ERS OF THE BOAR!>. 
Hon. Joseph l>ysnrt, I>) i-nrt. 
E. W. Stanton. Ames. 
Herman Knapp. Ame~. 


















The nmrnal meeting of the Board of 'I'rustees is held on the second 
Wednt>sdn) of ~ovember: nlRo n seC'ond meeting in May, and others if 
occasion requires 
STANDIN<I COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD OF TRl.STEES. 
Executive and Finance Committee-Trustees Wicks, Yeomani;i, l>unham, 
Secor and Van Houten. 
Cflmmlttec on Faculty and Courses of Study-Trustees Clarkson, .Morrison, 
Dunbar, Boardman and Dysart. 
CfJmmittee on Farm. nnd Farm Buildings-Trustees Secor, Boardman and 
Dunbar. 
Co111mittee on Horticulture, Experiments and Hy/Jrtdtzlng-Trustees Van 
Houten. Yeomans and Boardman. 
C<>mmlttce on lVorkshop-Trustees Dunbar, Clarkson, Dunham and Morrison. 
Cmnmlttee on Coilege Lands-Trustees Morrison. Boardman and Secor. 
lluilding Cornmlttee-Trustees Garner, Du.nham and Van Houten. 
Comml.ttee on Investments-Trustees Yeomans, I>unham and 8eror. 
CtJmmlttee on JAbrary-Trustees Clarkson, Van Houten and Dysart. 
C<Jmmittee on Rules-Trustees I>unbar, Morrison and Secor. 
Corn mittee on Bonds-Trustees Dunham and \Vicks. 
Cmumittee on Domestic Economy-Trustees Boardman, Yeomans and Mor-
rison. 
Committee on Experlment Station-Trustees Garner, Dunbar and Dysart. 
Committee on Scienttfi,c Departments-Trust-ees Clarkson, Yeomans and 
Boardman. 
8 !OW A STATE COLLEGE OF 
Dr. A. s. Welch. first President of the Iowa Agricultural College, died at 
Pasadena, California. )Jareb 14. 1889. He was uorn in Ea~t Hampton, Con-
necticut, .\pril 1:!. 1~~1. At the age of eighteen yea1s he emigrated to 
.Michigan. nnd prt>pa1 ed himself to enter the Univerf.lity of that State at the 
Academy at Romeo. He was admitted to 'the University in 1843, and graduated 
fn 1846. During the last two years of his course he had charge of the Prep-
aratory Department of the l'niversity. whf:>re uy successful work he laid the 
foundatlou of his g1·eat reputation as a teacher. In 1847 be was elected prin-
cipal of the school at JonesvillP-the first union or graded li'cbooJ established 
fn .Micbiga... So marked was hi"i success in the conduct of this school, and 
80 strongly did he Impress himself upon the puullc school system of the 
State, that in 1851 he was offered and ac<'epted the principali-hJp of the State 
Normal 8choul at Yysilanti. Mich. Be remained at the head of this institu-
tion for fiftPt-11 years. In the management of its affairs he dft~pJayed an 
executive pown anrl an ability as an instru<'tor and disciplinarian which 
placed him In tht> first rank of educators. He rendered ~ervicPs of the high-
est value in Urn genPral upuuilding of the educational systt m of Michigan. 
He conducted h•arhns' lnstitutt->s and lectured on education in all parts of the 
State: he organlzt>d thP Statt> Teachf:>r8' Asi-oriation. serving as its tJrst presi-
dent. and being for mnny years prominent in its managem~nt. As trustt'e of 
the Mlchl~an Agricultural College. he uecame greatly intert'sted in industrial 
education. Lt-avlng tlw Xormal School in 18fl!'l. because of impaired health, he 
removed to Florio a. i-t>t-king rest and renewf:>d stren(?'th in a change of climate. 
He was elected to the Cuited States Senate from that State in 1867. In the 
following year be terminated his Senatorial career in ordn to accept the Pres-
idency of the Iowa Agricultural <'ollege The charter and seal of the insti-
tution were formally delivered into his handR Ma1ch 17. 1869, but he had 
already outlined a <'Ourse of study and prepared a plan of organization which 
had been submitted to and approved by the Board of Trustees. Able, faith-
ful, vigilant, he proved himself thoroughly competent to guide tbe institution 
safely through the diflkultie.s and vi<"clssitudes of its early years. His cul-
tured tHste projectt-d its uenutiful grounds: his executive ability organized 
its department~. and bis far-seeing wisdom planned its courses of study. The 
fiftf>en years of his presidency Faw the College advanced to the front rank of 
Industrial institutions HPsigning the presidency in 1884, he was in the fol-
lowing year elected Professor of Psychology and llil:itory of Civilization, 
which position he continued to hold with pleasure to himself and great profit 
to the institution until his dPath. 
Dr. Wel<'h rt>celvPd from the l'niven.if) of Iowa in 1873 the degree of 
I>o<>tor of Laws. and In 1 ~i8 tbf:> University of Michigan ronferrt cl upon him 
the same high honor. Ile was the author of several educational works, 
among which are ··An Anal~ sis of the English 8Pntence," .. A Treatise Cpon 
Object Lessons.'' "Talks on Ps) <·l10logy.'' and "PF-ycholflgy for Tear her~." 
Dr. Wt-lrh wa-1 a l>orn executiYP, a ripe srhoJar. a natural E>ducator. His well 
roundPd cbararftar and generous. kindly disposition won the respect and con-
fidenct> of his assoriatt.>~. and the love and reverence of his students. For the 
great work he has wrought in the upbuildiDJ? of this institution, his name 
will be held in grat~ful and lasting rE>memhrance. In affectionate apprecia-
tion of that work th ls memorial page i~. by the vote of thP Faculty, dE>dicated 
to his memory. 
AGRICl"LTl"RE ASD MECHANIC ARTS. 
OFFICERS OF INSTRUCTION. 
W. I. CHAMBERLAIN, A. M., LL. D., Pm·:smKsT, 
Professor of Psychology, Ethics and Civics. 
A. S. WELCH, A. M., LL. I>.,* 
Professor of Psychology and History of Civilization. 
M. STALKE~ M. s~,v. &, 
Professor of Veterinary Science. 
J. L. BUDD, M. II., 
Profe~imr of Horticulture. 
E.W. STANTON. M. Sc .• 
Professor of Mat.bematlcs and Political gconomy. 
I>. 8. F AIHCHILI>, M. I>., 
Profesl'or of Pathology, Histology, Therapeutics and Compnratlv<> Anntomy. 
C. F. MOU~T. C . .E., 
Professor of Civil Engineering. 
CAPT. JAME8 RUSH LINCOLN, 
Professor of :Military Science and Tactics. 
ALFRED A. BENNETT, M. Sc., 
Professor of Chemistry. 
HERBERT OSBORN, M. Sf'., 
Professor of Zoology and Entomology. 
J. C. HAINER, B. Sr .• M. D., 
Professor of Physics. 
A. C. BAHHOWS. A. M., D. D., 
Professor of Eoglish Literature and History. 
LOHE:S P. SMITH. M. Sr., 
Professor of Agriculture nod Farm Superintendent. 
)ll8S LILLIE :M. <iUNN, 
Preceptress nnd Profcs8or of Fr<>nch and German. 
C. W. 8CHIBNER. A. B., M. E., 
Professor of Mcchanlcal Engineering. 
I... B. PAMMEL. B. Aon., 
Professor of Botany. 
•Deceased l\lo.rcb J3, 1889. 
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!\f R8. ELIZA OWENS. 
Instruct.or In Domestic Economy. 
l\llSS CORA .'.\lAHSLANI>, 0. B .. 
Librarian nn<.' !ni-tructor in Elocution. 
MISS E\".\ F. PIKE, 
OrganlHt and lnstrucro')- In \'oC'nl an1l IDl:'trumental Music. 
"' A. ,J. WEICIIAHDT, :\I. E .. 
1-'oreman and I DAtructor lo Machine Shops. 
E. A. KIHKPATHICK. B. S<' .. 
AsslMnnt In En1rl1Ah C'omposltion, Hbetorlc: anti Mnthemutics. 
L. 1''. KEBLEH. 
Asl'istant in Chemistry. 
JOH~ Mc BIHNEY. 
ActlnK House Surgeon 
F. A. WEIHE . .'.\l. E .. 
As~lstant in Drawing-. 
NON-RESIDENT LECTURERS. 
F. E. ('~l'TTENl>EN . .'.\I. I> .. 
Oph t hnlmology. 
LOl'l~ SCHOOLER. M. I> .. 
Surgical Therupeutios. 
AGRICV"LTrRE AND MECHANIC ARTS. 11 
OFFICERS OF THE EXPERIMENT ST A TION. 
HON. J. ,, •. GARNER, HON. JOSl'~PH l>YSA RT, 
HO~. C. M. DUNBAR, 
Committee of the College Board of Trustees on Experiment Station. 
R. P. SPEEH, Dirertor. 
HEH'.\tA x Ks APP, Treasurer. 
G. E. P ATJU<'l{, M. Sc., ChAmiEit. 
C. P. GILLETTE, l\l. Sc., Entomologist. 
AI.FHEI> A. BEN!liETT, :M. Sc., Chemist (Special Work}. 
L. II. PAl\lllEI,, B. Agr., Botanist (Special Work). 
J. L. Brnu, :M. II., Horticulture (Special Work). 
LoRJt:N P. SMITH, M. Sc., Agriculture (Special Work). 
M. STAI~JtEn, 1\1, Sc., Veterinary Science (Special Work). 
10 IOlrA f3TATE COLLEOE UP 
MRS. ELIZ.A OWENS. 
Instructor In Domestic Economy. 
MISS CORA )IAHSLANI>, 0. B .. 
J,ibrarlan anc !ni-tructur In Elocution. 
l\IISS EV.\ F. PIKE. 
Organl1:1t and In~tructor In Voc>ul and lnRtrurncntal Music. 
A. J. WEICllAHDT, )1. E .. 
Foreman and lnAtructor in Machine Shops. 
K A. KIHKPATHICK. B. S<' .. 
Asi-h~tant In Engltf'h <'omposltion, Hbetork and Mathematics. 
L. F. KEHLER 
Asl'istant in Chemi1:1try. 
JOH~ l\I< BlliNEY. 
Acting House Surgeon 
F. A. WEI HE. )l. E .. 
As~iAtant in Drawing. 
NON-RESIDENT LECTURERS. 
F. E. <'HCTTE~I>EN. )l. I> .. 
Ophthulmology. 
LOl'I:s SCIIOOLER. M. I> .. 
Surgical Thempeutics. 
AGRICULTr'RE AND MECHANIC ARTS. 11 
OFFICERS OF THE EXPERIMENT ST A TION. 
HON. J. '\'. GARNER, HON. JOSEPH DYSART, 
HON. C. M. DUNBAR, 
Committee of the College Board of Trustees on Experiment Station. 
R. P. SrEEH, Director. 
H1m~IAN KNAPP, Treasurer. 
G. E. PATmcK, M. Sc., ChAmii;t. 
C. P. Gn.I.ETTE, M. Sc., Entomologist. 
A1.FHEI> A. BEN:NETT, l\I. Sc., Chemist (Special Work). 
L. II. PAMMEL, B. Agr., Botanist (Special Work). 
J. L. Brnn, M. H., Horticulture (Special Work). 
Lom•:N P. SMITH, M. Sc., Agriculture (Special Work). 
M. STALKER, M. Sc., Veterinary Science (Special Work). 
12 !<>WA STATE COLLEOE OP 
LIST OF STUDENTS, 1889. 
RESIDENT GRADVATES. 
SAME. DEG HEE, POl'lT OFJ:o'lCE. COUNTY. 
K\.rkpatrick, Ed win A .. B. Sc., ~I. Ph., 
Malley, Frederick ,V., B. Sc .. )1. 8c .• 
Ames, Story. 
Des Moines, Polk. 
-Resirlent Graduates 2. 
SENIORS. 
SA:illE. COUH.~E. POl':T <H'l-'H E. l'OUNTY. 
Baker, James A., *(i., Rhodes. .Marshall. 
Banks, J. Edwin, tC E., Knoxville, Marion. 
Beyer, Samuel W .• G .• Manly, Worth. 
Bisbee, Derward B.. G., .\mes. Story. 
Btu\row, William B .. ( ; .. Ogden. Boone. 
Chamberlain, llnlwrt ,V .. (; .. ..\lllt'!', Story . 
< 'oole). Frank JI .• ('. K. Truro, Madbou. 
Hay, Harr~ B .. tM. K. Bes Moines. Polk. 
I>urkee, J ost>ph E., (;.' Flo)d. Ftoyd. 
Ciossard, Harry A .. ( i .• Ame~. Story. 
ctraham. A. Louts. ~I. E., :\tlantie. <'a'!~. 
<Treen, Burtis T .. ( i.' Littlt> Hock. L) Oil. 
Hensen, William R., G., Dt>nison. ('rawford. 
Johnson, Neille. ~L .. Al tun. Sioux. 
Kelsey, James A., ( i.' Dunlap. Han ison. 
Klmbatl, Clement F .. )I. 1': .• Anamosa, Jo11es. 
Lambo,rn. Charle~ " 7., c. E., Elliott, Montgomery. 
Mc<'lellnnd, Albert. • ti .• ~forth Des Moines. Polk . 
McLaughlin, Angus.-\ .. (i .. \Vebster City, 
McPherson, Albert, H.. Oelwein. 
Meissner, .John A .. (i., Ht>i n her k. 
~lorrls. Seward. (; .. Brooks. 
~ewell. Belle. L. Woodward. 
Si<'bols. Ira A., ( i .. ( iliddt'll, 
Ric-knrd. William l' .. ( ,_ 14:.' Humboldt. 
Holfs. P. Henry, ( i.' Le naire~~., 
Sc-hoenleber, John, )f. E.. Grant. 
8c-ott. Willhtm r .. (i .. Slater. "" 
• G.-Stands for General Coun;;t• In ~clence and AgrlC"ulture. 
+ <'. E.-C'.ou~e In t'i'\"tl Engineering. 
: ~I. E.-Course In ~lechanlcnl Engineering. 












AGRICl"LTURE ANIJ MECHANIC ARTS. 18' 
NAME. COUR~E. P08T OFFICE. C'OUIST\', 
Shelton, John A., 
Shoemaker, William R., 
Snyder, Vtr~i1, 
·;,;,.. 
Starr, Palmer W., 
Stearns Charles H., 
Stroud, John 8., 
Thornburg, Matthew W., 
Tburllmann, Rosalia L., 
Wade, Charles :\I., 
Zimbelman, Mary C., 
Ashworth, Charles A., 
Bousquet, Abraham E. D , 
Geddes. T. Alexander, 
McBlrney, John, 
Nelson. Sofus B., 
Platt, John II., 
Reynolds, Myron 11., B. S. A .. 
Simcoke, .Joseph 0., 
Bannister. Nettie. 
Bolles, WIJliam E., 
Bond, George P., 
Bramhall. John A .• 
Brandvlg, Meyer, 
Buell. Hardy 0 .• 
Carter. Donald M., 
<'bamberlain, .Joseph 8 .. 
Crosby. Herbert E., 
Davidson, Frank !<: •• 
l>avidson. Charles I>., 
I>ewell, William C., 
Eaton, Edwnrd N., 
Eustis, George D., 
Fellow~. Mary E., 
Georgen, John, 
(~., Abingdon, Jetff'rson. 
G., Musratine, l\Ius<>atlne. 
(1,. Dixon, Scott. 
- C. E~. - flifsoif, · -Fotta-wtttamle -
(~.' Ames, Story. 
G., Linden, Dalla~. 
<I •• Panora, Gmhrle. 
L., Ames, Story. 
0., Stanwood, Ceciar. 











--Senior Veterinary Students 8. 
-Total SenlorR 46. 
JUNIORS. 
L .• Cherokee. Cherokee. 
C. E .• Ridgeway, Winneshiek. 
<I •• Lehigh, Webster. 
M. E .• Ca1llsle, Warren. 
G., Story City, Story. 
n .. Algona, Kossuth. 
M. E. Orange City, Sioux. 
( ; .. Ames, Story. 
( ; .. Floyd, I<"loyd. 
C. E .• Batavia. Jefft>rson. 
M. E. lion ti cello, Jones. 
n .. ivfagnolia, Harrison. 
G •• Keota, Keokuk. 
M. E., Aplington, Butler. 
L .• Montour, Tama. 
(j,. Rockville, Ddaware. 
---
14 IOWA .'\TATE COLLEOE OF 
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Howard. T. Sigel, 
= Howell, 8ylvester S., 
Kerr, Thomas 8 .. 
Kreger, Ed ward A .. 
Mann, A lice. 
l\lann. Bertha, 
.MC'<'uskey, Henry B.. 
MillEl, Ada. 
Olmsted. Hobert W., 
Perry, Joseph M .. 
Quint, Violet V .. 
Hoht-rts, Minnie. 
8C'lrnlte. George Henry, 
~ ~haul, \:Vllliam II .. 
Sirrine. F. Atwood. 
Smith, ('. Tenney, 
Stevens, Kate, 
Stinson, John T., 
Tburlimann. Edward. 
Thurllmann. Leo .. 
Yeisley. Matie, 
Knowles. Clifton B .. 
M<'Laughlin. James J., 
\Vllllams, Albert R., 
Angus, George S., 
Ashford, GPorge. 
Ballreich, Charles A., 
Barrows, Sahrah T .• 
Bowne, Frank J •• 
Brown, George W .• 
('Ot:RSE. POST OFFICE. COUNTY. 
<I.' Audubon, Audubon. 
L .. Ames, 8tory. 
G •• Charles City. .Floyd. 
(i •• Monticello, Jones. 
G .. East Des Moines, Polk 
.M. E., Iowa City . Johnson. 
(i., Cincinnati, Appanoose. 
ti., Keota, Keokuk. 
G .• Algona. Kossuth. 
G., Algona, Kossuth. 
C. E .. I>efiance . Sbelby. 
I"'·. ,Jpfferson, <ireene. 
( i .• Milan, Illinois. 
M. E., Jefferson. <J.reene. 
L .. Carroll, Carroll. 
L., Dunlap. llarrison. 
<i .• Clayton, Clayton. 
( i .. :!\lillersl>urg, Iowa. 
Ag .. I>ysart, Tama. 
:'.\I. E .. Ames, Story. 
L .. Mason eity, Cerro Gordo. 
G .• Red Oak, Montgomery. 
G. • Ames, Story. 
G .• Ames, Story. 
c. F. .• Woodbine. Harrison. 
-Junion1 41. 
VETERINARY. 
.James Station, Plymouth. 
Webster City, Hamilton. 
Glenwood, Mills. 
-Junior Veterinary Student~ 3. 
-Total Juniors 44. 
SOPHOMORES. 
('. E., Burt, Kossuth. 
<'. E., Nevada, Story. 
(I., Des Moines, Polk. 
L., Ames, Story. 
c. E., Sheldon, O'B~l~~· 
G .• Boone, Boone. 
AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS. 
NAM!!:. 
Christy, George L., 
Clarke. Clinton C., 
Colton._ 144 ed ~., 
Cottrell, <'arrie L. 
Cottrell, ~ay. 
Bean, Harry A., 
Decou, I•'rank JI., 
Dow, W. S ewton, 
l>yer, Hoht>rt Y., 
Emerson, Loyd L., 
~.,airrhild. David S., 
Finn, Charlt'H F., 
Gilclu·ist, Annie L., 
Heileman, William H., 
Hind~. Rollin E., 
Howe~ Frank J>., 
Hudson, Ed.win P., 
Hutton, Thomas P .. 
Jackson, William 11., 
Jaquiss, Daisy, 
Johnson, Charles \V., 
Jones, ('lyde, 
Jones, Edwin D., 
King, Edwin 8., 
King, Nellie, 
Lovejoy, Alva B. 
McNaughton, Louis D., 
Meek, William H., 
Mills, Ella, 
Moore, John H., 
Morrison, John, 
Moss, Berkley N., 
Nichols, Mary A., 
Ockerson, C. Linneus, 
Oggel, E. Christian, 
Porti-r, Edward H , 
Reynolds, Norton B., 
Richman, May S., 
Rickard. II ugh B., 
Rickey, Mlllard L., 
Rodd is. l\f ay. 
Schulte, J. 14,red, 
Sbaum, Benjamin F., 
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N.urn. 
Smltb, A. J., 
.Spaan, John, 
Ste~ Walter ll •• 
Swift, Willis C., 
Thornburg. D. A .. 
Woods, Charles M., 
Allen. Herbert, 
Andruss. Clifford J .. 
Barrows, Charlotte L., 
Beach, Ed win L., 
Benjaman, Heuben B .• 
Blalnt-, Estella, 
Blanchard, Lelia, 
Bon we II. Albert N .. 
Bowman. Edith ( · .. 
Boyd, Emma II .. 
Bo;> er, Boward J .• 
Brooks. <ieorge 8 .• 
Brown. <Y. Eugene. 
Carn!)bell, Zt>nas M .• 
Cllnton, Ellsworth E., 
Corry, Edirar <' .• 
Cu Iver. <ienevlevt"' R .. 
I>alle;>, Rania, 
Day. 'Edwin 8., 
Hean, Am1it>, 
Deering, <'harles < '., 
Duncan, Huth. 
Emry, <'larence. 
.Fellows, R. F. 
Ford. Alit'e, 
Fostt-r, Heorge ~ .. 
l''reed, Klttie H.. 
Heorge. Clarence 8 .• 
Gilbert. E. P., 
Goldschmidt. Adolph, 
Orabnm. Ed win C., 
Green wood, Frank J .• 
Hainer, Vesta, 
coun.qE. POST C>I!'FICE. 
(T., Webster City, 
<T.' Orange City, 
lL E.. Keoku~ 




(i., l ndependence, 
Ci., Dallas, 
L., Ames, 
~I. E., Davenport. 
!\I. E , Clark. 
L., Polk City. 
L., Russell, 
G., Clarksville, 
L .. Earlville, 
L .• Paullina, 
(i.' Reel Oak, 
G., Hedrick, 
G., Mason Cit;>, 
C. E., Panora. 
C. E .. Eldora, 
( r .. Auburn, 
L .. Audubon, 
L .. Ames, 
G., I>es .:\Joines, 
L .. E. Des Moines, 
M. E., Boone, 
L .• Ames, 
<i., llrlgbton. 
( i . Milo, 
L .. Woodbine. 
C. E .. Humboldt, 
L .. Ontario, 
G., lntlependence, 
n .. Ame~. 
<i., LeClain~, 
G., 'Vhitten, 
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NAl\IE. COURSE. POST OFFICE. COUNT\'. 
Henry, Eugene B., C. E., Sheldon, O'Brien. 
Hicks, William C., G •• Brighton. Washington. 
Bollen!Je.ck, Benjamin JI'. M. E., Sheldon, O'Brien. 
Hollenbeck. Louls <.:., l\I. E., Sheldon. ~Brten. 
Hudson, Jessie. L., <'oldwnter, ~""'rank Un. 
Jones, James 1'' , G., Ontario. Story. 
Kaufman. Elmer E., (i .• Massena. Cass. 
KP.Hey, Leonard (i., M. E., neep River, Poweshiek. 
Knapp, S. Arthur. G., Ames. Story. 
Knight, Warren M., G., Monroe. Jasper. 
Lawson, Hugh, G., Hedrlck, Keokuk. 
Mally, t:harles \\r .• (i.. Des Moines, Polk. 
!\Iaxwell, Jessie, L., Ames, Story. 
McCulloch, Jesse II .. G., Mason City, Cerro Gordo. 
McPherson. Robert. M. E., Oelwein, Fayette. 
Meredith, 14'. 11., (i .• Ames, Story. 
.Meyerhoff, I>. H., G., E. Nodaway, Adams. 
Milburn, Warren P .. M. E., Kansas City, . lUl.sBOtirl. 
Minchen, John P., (J. •• Carroll, Carroll. 
Morrison, Jennie, I.., H~drlck, Keokuk. 
Muhs. Fred H.., C. E., Camanche. Clinton. 
Nettleton, Guy E .. C. E. Sheffield, Franklin. 
Nichols, Lydia A., L., Ames, Story. 
O' Neal, Mel ville E.. H., Mason City, Ct-rro Gordo. 
Perley, C. Bert, M. E., Monticello, Jones. 
Phelps, 14·red S., ~I. E., Charles City, Floyd. 
Porter, <:ieorgia, L., Woodbine, llarrlson. 
Portn, Kate M., - L., Woodbine, 1 larrison. Quive', L. A1thur, (i., New Hampton, Chickasaw. 
b 
Raymond. Bud H., <T .• Hampton, Frank\ln. 
Rolfs. Juhn A .. (i •• Le Claire. Seott. 
RutJedgP, Thomas T., ( i.' Sharps, Taylor. 
Sandt>rs, Edwin S., C. E., Iowa Falls, lltll'dln. 
Seydel, Charles F., G., Harper, Keo Kuk. 
tihepard, Edward A. (i., VUltsca, Mont1tomery. 
Sloan, Robert J., H., Platteville, Taylor. 
Smith, Cora E .• L., Mars ball town, Marshall. 
Spinney, Louis B., M. E., Massena, Cass. 
Steams, Mattie L., L .• S. Omaha, NelJ'raBka. 
8tevens, Thomas W., G .• Carroll, Carroll. 
§,tewart, Fred C .• (r •• Greenfield, Adair. 
Stokes, Arthur C .• G., Rock Rapids. Lyon. 
Swanson, <'. 1t•rederick, c;., Madrid. Boone. 
Taylor, George M .• (W.' Polk City, Polk. 
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NAMll:. 
Thornburg, Jennie, 
Trotter, Walter F., 
Vall, Ed ward )1., 
Van Hou ten, Ozro. 
Vernon, John J., 
Walton, Charles A .. 
Weingartner, Edwin C., 
Welsh. (iPore;e JI., 
Whitt>, ('lark, 
'Vil Iiams \Vort hin II .. 
W llsou. El mtua, 
Zmunt, Wincent, 
. \rney, l'a.rney, 
Austin, William II .• 
HP<'k. William A .• 
Knight. Harry 0., 
:\Ianchester, Ed ward L., 
:\lcClanahan, William A .• 
McCord, Elias 8., 
Russell, f'harles M., 
Sorenson, Sels., 
Starkey, <irant F., 
Whitbeck, 80.muel S .• 
WilEon. Peter ~I., 
NAME. 
Andrews, Livonia, 
Bigelow, Margarette M., 
Bishop, .Jay A., 
Bower. Josie, 
Bowman. Halph B .• 
BradrlC'k, Lydla, 
<'bristle, Inez J •• 
f'olllns, Wilbur M., 
Dalbey, Nettie E .• 
('Ol'RSE. PO!'T IH"t"ICE. 
L., Panora, 
M. E., ::\Iarshalltown, 
n., :\Iarshaltown, 
( i.' Lenox, 
<L, Bangor, 
c. E.. Burlington, 
G., I >a vc•n port, 
:\1. E .. Boom•. 
<i., <·or~ don, 
M. K. < 'ht>ster ('rnter, 
L. flarpt>r, 
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----------
NAME. POST OFI<'H'E, COUNTY. 
Dean, Nellie .K, East Des Moines, Polk. 
Freeman. Alice .M., Ellsworth, Hamilton. 
Fuller, Q. C.T S.w~n Lake, Emmet. 
< i-astou, Belle L .. .:\larshalltown, Marshall. 
Gilbert, Ellis T., CounC'il BJuffs, Pottawattamie. 
Hammer, Edward W., Des Moines, Polk. 
Hobart, Mark C., Cherokee, Cherokee. 
Ho lieu beck, N Pllie, Sheldon, O'Brien . 
. Johnson, John A., Mun terville . Wapello. 
• Jones, William B., Sharpslmrgh, Taylor • 
. Jongewaard, Cornelius A. Orange City, Sioux. 
Ke bier, Lyman F., Ann Harbor, Michigan. 
King, Charlotte M •• Des Moines. Polk. 
Manlig, Anton, Stat(> Cent<>r. Marshall. 
:\IcVue, Frank. Jr., Ottumwa, Wapello. 
)(ills. Frank \V ., ::\lax well, Story. 
~ orton, James < • •• \Vilton Junction, Muscatine. 
Phillips, H. 8., < >skalooim, ~Iahnska. 
Richard, J. II., Jewell, Bamllton. 
H.adnich. Helen. l>avls City, Decatur. 
l{oot, Lillian M., <:in<'inuatt, Appanoose. 
Scott. Walter E., Eddyville. Wapello. 
~mitli .• Josephint>, ~ DPA Moines, Polk. 
Thompson. Letti<' C., Agency, Wapello. .. 
\an VeJsor, H .• J. Cora. Henwic>k, Humboldt. 
\Vhitehead, Frank E .. ~Iolngona, Boone. 
-Special Students 85 .. 
HONOR J..IST. 
Commencement Speakers 1888, aunnged in order of 8cholarship. 
\V. E. Warwick, B. :M. E. A. E. Sheafe, B. Sc. 
L. C. Tilden, B. 8c. Miss Julla Wentcb, B. L. 
~athaniel Spencer. B. Sc. Sh<'rman Yates, B. Sc. 
F. L. Ainsworth. D. V. ~I. Clarence Baker, B. c. E. 
J. E. Gyde. B. Sc. .J. 0. Abraham, B. S. A. 
Junior Speakers, 1889. arranged In order of Scholarship. 
Leo Thurlimann. ,J. S. Chamberlain. 
E. A Kreger. 
~Iiss Minnie Roberts. 
H. B. Schulte. 
:\Ilss Kate Stevens. 
1\liss May Hardy. 
:\llss Bertha Mann. 
W. C. Dewell. 
Spencer Haven. 










)I usic Scholars not <•nrolled al.Jove. 
Music Scholars total. including those enrolled above. 
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HISTORICAL. 
lu 185~ the Legislature of Iowa passed an act to establish ·•A State Agri-
cultural College and Model J4'arm." to be connected with the entire agricult-
ural interests of the State; appointed a board of commissi01wrs to buy a farm 
and erect a college building, and elected a board of trustees to select a fac-
ulty and organize a college. In 1859 a farm of six hundred and forty acres, 
situated near Ames, w.as purchased for the use uf the college. This college 
and farm were entirely an agricultural institution. 
In 1862 a bill was passed by Congress, entitled, "An act donating public 
lands to the several States and Territories, which )nay provide colleges for the 
benefit of Agrleulture and the Mechanic Arts." 
Section 1 of this bill says: "Be it enacted by the Senate and House of 
Representatives of tlM> Pnlted States of America, in f'ongress assembled, that 
there be granted to the several States for the purpose hereinafter mentioned, 
an amount of public laud, to be apportioned to each State in quantity equal 
to thirty thousand acres for each Senator and Representative in Congress to 
which the States are respectively entitled by the a)lportlonrnent under the 
. cens\ls of 1860: provided that no mineral Jands shall be st>lected or pur-
ehased under the provisions of this act." 
Section 4 requires: "That all moneys derived from the ~ale of the lands 
aforesaid by the States to which the lands are apportioned, and from the sale 
of land !'<·rip. hereinbefore provided for. shall be invested in stocks of the 
l'nited Statef.'1, or some other safe stock, yielding not less than five per centum 
on the par value of said stocks; and that the money so invPstecl shall consti-
tute a perpetual fund, the capital of which shall remain forever undiminished 
(except as may be provided for ln section fifth of this act), and the lnteJCst 
of which shall inviolably be appropriated by each State which may take and 
claim the benefit of this act, to the endowment, support and maintenance of 
at lt>ast one college, where the leading object shall he. without excluding 
other scientific and classical studies, and Including military tactics, to teach 
such branches of learning as are related to a1ITicultun• and the mechanic arts, 
in such manner as the Legislatures of the States may J>rovlfle, In order to pro-
mote the liberal and practical education-of .tbe industrial claEZH s In the sev-
eral pursuits and professions of life." 
Section !l says: "And l>e lt further enacted, that the grant of land and 
land scrip hereby authorized shall be made on the following conditions, to 
which, as well as to the provisions herein before contained, the previous assent 
<>f the se. veral States shall be signified by Legislative acts : Firflt, If any por-
tion of the fund in\Vested as provided by the foregoing srction. or any portion 
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of the interest thereon, shall, by any action or contingency, be diminished or 
lost, it shall be replaced by the State to which it belongs, so that the capital 
of the fund shall remain forever undiminished; and the annual interest shall 
be regularly applied without d-imimtt-ion oo -t-he plli'poses mentioned- tn the-
fourth section of this act, exeept that a sum not exceeding ten per centum 
upon the amount received by any State under the provisions of this act, may 
be expended for the purchase of lands for sites or experimental farms, 
wherever authorized by the respective Legislatures of said States. Second, 
no portion of said fund nor the interest thereon, shall be applied, directly or 
indirectly. under any pretense whaten>r, to the purchase, erection, preserva-
tion, or repair of any lmllding or buildings.'' 
In 1872 the <i-eneral :\s~embly accepted the grant upon the conditions and 
under the restrictions contained In the act of Congress, and by t:io doing en-
tered into a <>ontru.ct with the General Government to erect and keep in repair 
all buildings necesf.ary for the use of the College. By this action of the 
General .Assembly the College was changed from a purely agricultural insti-
tution Into a College of Agriculture and ~lechanic Arts, with the broad and 
liberal c"urse of study out lined in the following paragraph. 
In 1882 the <ieneral Assembly passed an act defining the course of study to 
be pursued, as follows: Section 1. That section 1621 of the Code is hereby 
repealed, and the following is enacted in lleu thereof: Section 2621. That 
there shall be adopted and taught at the State Agricultural College a broad, 
liberal and practical course of study, in which the leading branches of learn-
ing shall relate to agriculture and the meehanic arts, and which shall also f m-
brace such other branches of learning as will most practically and liberally 
educate the agricultural and industrial classes in the several pursuits and pro-
fessions of life, including military tactics. Section !&. That all acts and 
parts of act8 inconsl::;tent with this act are hereby repealtd. 
The income of the College (including the Congressional appropriations of 
S15,000 per year for the Experimental Station) averages about $60,000 per 
year, about SS0.000 of which ls expended for salaries of professors, instruc-
tors and foremen, aud $15,000 to $20,000 for agricultural experimentation. 
The remainder ls required for the necessary running expenses of tbe various 
departments and minor expendltuns of the College, and for the purchase of 
chemical, physical and other apparatus. New buildings are erected and re-
pairs are made from special Legislative appropriations for the purpose. 
The Colltge was formally opened on the 17th of ~larch, 1869. In the 
spring of 1888, tl!e State Agrlcul1ural Experiment St&tion was established as 
a department of the '~ollege. under the law of Con~ress known as the Hatch 
Exp• rlment Station Act. paFsed in 1887. This law provides for the establii-h-
ment of such a station in each State that accepts the conditions, and contem-
plates an appropriation by Congre8s each year of $15,000 to each Station so 
established. The appropriations have now been made for two years. and 
there ls no doubt of their continuance. 
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LOCATION. 
'fhe <~lleg-e occupies a delightful and healthful location, on high, roJUng 
land, a mile and a half west of the town of Ames, which Is at the junction or 
crossing of two lines of the Chicago•& Northwestern Railway, In the center 
county (Story) of the State, and thirty-seven miles north of the elty of Des 
Moines. The ralJroad facillties for reaching Ames from every part of the 
State are excellent. Regular conveyances for passengE>rs and baggage run 
between the railway station and the College three times each day, except 
Sundays. 
BUILDINGS, GROUNDS AND EQUIPMENTS. 
Twelve commodious buildings have been erected by the State for the exclu-
sive use of the various departments of the College, besides the dwellfng-
houses and the bu ii dings for farm stock, machint-ry and work. 
The main College Building ls five stories high Including the basement and 
is 158 feet long by 112 feet through the wings. In the bat-ement (which ls 
almost wholly above ground and ls thoroughly lighted and well ventilated) 
are the dining-room, kitchen, room for help, and one Society room. On the 
first floor, proper, a1e the chapel. the library, reception rooms. recitation 
rooms, music rooms and the offices of some of the teachPrs and the steward. 
Ou the second floor are several recitation rooms and rooms for students and 
teachers. On the third and fourth floors are students' rooms and the zoo-
logical and geological must>ums. About two hundred btiidentR can be accom-
modated with rooms In this building. All the roomR are heated by steam and 
lighted by electricity. Pure spring water is ~upplled in all the stories of the 
building. The water closets are brick towers separated from the main bulld-
ing by a space of twelve fePt ·each, connected only by open lattice bridges 
with the different stories. With the best modern system of plumbing, Includ-
ing automatic flushing, the sanitary ·condition of the dormitories ls pronounced 
perfect. 
There are also two Boarding Cottages, brick buildings, affording rooms f'or 
eighty students: with dining-room, kitchen and store rooms. The cottages 
are impplled with pure spring water and lighted by electricity. 
The Ch~mical and Physical Hall fs a large three-story brick building. 70x44 
feet. with a wing 61x31 feet. The first floor contains the chemical laborator-
ies : the second the physical apparatus, and lecture room, wblJe two draugbt-
ing rooms occupy the third floor. In the batiement are the heating apparatus 
and a large recitation room. This building Is warmed by steam and tmpplled 
with water and gas, and with outfits for more than one hundred students to 
eomtuct individual experiments and investigations in chemistry and physics. 
:~forth Hall is a two-story brick building, 40x70 feet. On the first 6001 are 
• 
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the rooms for the departments of agriculture and zoology, and on the second 
floor are the rooms of the botanical department, with outfits for individual 
laboratory work similar to that done in chPmistry and physics. 
Horticutturat Hatt ts a frame building, cont1tining oo the first ttoor a l-arg-e 
lecture room and a tool room. On the second floor is the horticultural 
museum. The cellar has two 1arge rooms, one for the storage of garden pro-
ducts, the other for the URe of the nursery propagating department. A graft-
ing room and propagating house are attached, heatt:'d tJy hot water. 
South Hall is a two-story brick building, which has been refitted for the 
Department of Domestic Economy, and contains the aecessories of a model 
home as well as apparatus for instruction. 
The Offke is a substantial two-story brick IJuilding. for the use of the Board 
of Trustees, the President, Secretary and Treasurer. . ' 8ix dwelling-houses upon the College grounds are occupied IJy Professors 
families, and several others by foremen and employes. 
The <'ollege Creamery, a frame building. is conveniently situated near the 
farm house. The farm barns are adjacent-one of IJrick, for the horses. and 
one large farm barn, in the basement of which h~ a stable fur one hnndred 
head of rattle. There is also another stable near by for about ti ft~ head. 
Also sheep and swine hous~s. lmild inizs for marhinery, etc. 
The Veterinary Buildings, costing ten thousand dollars, comprise a IJuild-
ing for the otlires and class-rooms of Professors in this department. a1.d a 
hospital with all the modern applia1~ces for the treatment of diseased animals. 
The Department of Veterinary Science is believed to IJe the best equipped 
for the work of any in the Western !';tate~. 
Engineering Hall ls a large and substantial brick building on the West ~ide 
of the Campus. On the third floor devoted to the Department of Civil Engin-
eering are a large draughting room, instrument and recitation rooms and the 
privatt:> office of the Professor in charge. 
On the serond floor is a pleasant reading room, provided with leading books 
and periodicals on civil and mechanic~! engint'ering topics, freely used b~ the 
students of both departments. 
The rest of the building, first and second ttoors and basement, are used by 
the Department of Mechanical Engineerlng. On the se<'on{) floor is a large 
well lighted room for mechanical and free hand drawinJ!, recitation rooms and 
private office of the Professor in charge. On the first floor are the machine 
shops, well equipped with power and hand machines and tools~ and the office 
of foreman and shop instructor. The basement is fitted up for work in mould-
ing and casting. 
A large frame building adjacent, contains the carpenter and pattern shops 
with powt-r and hand tools and machine~, and outfits of tooltj for individual 
work. The boiler and engines used for running the shops and electric lights, 
are equipped for making power tests, and boiler and pump tests, for the 
instruction and tra_!ning of the engineering students. 
Bird's Eye Yiew South-East-Fro111 Tower of Main Building. 
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In l88H the Experiment Station buildJng was erected and equipped at a cost 
of about nine thousanct dollars, including library apparatus and material. It 
<·ontains offices and laboratorit>s fot· the Director. Chemist. Botanist and 
Entmnologist._ .and llbr~r_r ~l)d _ _propagat_in~ 1:o<!~s. 
THE COLLEGE GROUNDS. 
The<' >lle~d I..> >m.1.ln include3 about uoo acres. Of this about l~O acres are 
liet apart for College Grounds, and 120 for the Experiment Station. The 
former occupy the high land of the southwest part of the farm and Include tht> 
campus, shrubbery plantations, young forestry plantations, the flower borders 
and gardens with the be.cinnings of a botanical garden. and the surroundings 
of the professors' dwellings. Gravel drives and walks lead to all parts of the 
grounds and to the various buildings, and tlw true principles of lnndscnpP 
gardening have been so faithfully 0 1,served in the grading and In the location 
of buildings and drives, as to make of the entire campus a large and bPautiful 
park. The view of the surrounding country from the upper sto1ies nnd 
towt-rs of the Main Building is one of wide extent and great beauty. 
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DIRECTIONS TO CANDIDATES AND STUDENTS. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION. 
Students seeking admission to the College must be sixteen years of age. 
Candidates for membership in the Freshman class, must bring testimonials 
of go· d moral character and glve evidence of a thorough knowledge of 
Orthography, English Grammar, Arithmetic, United StatPs History, Human 
Physiology (and except in Veterinary course) Algebra through simple equa-
tion::1. 
Entrance Examinations will be held at the College on the first and second 
days of each term. The first-class teacher1:1' certificate of any county 8uperin-
tendent will be received in Heu of an examination for Freshman standing, in 
the studies covered thereby. 
Certificates from the followiO:~ools will also l>e accepted provided; (1) 
that they be based on examinations conducted within one year of presentation. 
and mark not less than 85 on a scale of 100; (2) that they be signed by•the 
Principal or Superintendent, and certify to the required amount and grade of 
work in each study; (3) that they be made out on blanks furnished on appli-
cation to the President of the College. Th~ right is however reserved of 
examining any candidate in any study if occasion seems to require. 
Other schoolb of equal grade will be added to this list on application, with 
Htatement of course of study. The entire list will be revised each year. 
LIST OF HIGH SCHOOLS. 
Adel, Albia, Algona, Ames, Anamosa, Atlantic, Belle PlatnP, Boone, 
Brooklyn, Burlington, Carroll, Cedar Falls, Cedar Rapids, Chariton, Charles 
City, Chero~ee, Clarinda. Clinton, Columbus City, Corydon, Council Bluffs, 
Cresco, Creston, Davenport, Dennison, Des Moines, DeWitt, Dunlap, Eldora, 
Emmetsburg, Estherville, Fairfield, Fore0 t City, Fort Dodge, Guthrie Center, 
Hamburg, Hampton, Harlan, Ida Grove, Independence, Iowa City, Iowa Falls, 
Jefferson, Keokuk, LaPorte, LaMars, Leon, Logan, Maquoketa, Manchester, 
Marengo, Marion, Mar:Jhalltown, Mason City, Monroe, Monticello, Missouri, 
Valley, Mt. Pleasant. Muscatine, Nashua. Nevada. Newton. Odebolt, Onawa, 
Orange City, Osage, Osceola, Oskaloosa, Ottumwa, Red Oak, Rock Rapids. 
Sac City, Sioux City, Storm Lake, Tama City, Tipton, Traer, Vinton, Wash-
ington, Waterloo, Webster City, West Union, Wilton, Winterset. 
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LIST OF ACADAMIES AND OTHER SCHOOLS. 
Albion Seminary, Algona Academy, Burlington Collegiate Institute, De-
~ 
·cora.b Institute-, Denfllili.!k'- A-Oad~--Ep_w.m:tb Semlilary, Howe's Academy. 
Iowa City Academy, Northem Iowa Anademy, Springdale Seminary, and 
Washington Academy. 
HOW TO ENTER THE COLLEGE. 
Persons who desire to enter the college as new students should comply with 
the folJowing directions : 
1. Write to the President for a college catalogue, and study carefully and 
comply with the "Requirements for Admission" on page 26, immediately 
preceding this. Then write to the President about three weeks before the 
beginning of the term, asking for a card of Inquiry and information. 
2. On receiving the card of Inquiry, write an answer opposi~e each ques-
tion and mail the card to the President. If the answers you give accord with 
the "Requirements for Admission," a card of Introduction will be sent you. 
which simply entitles you to adml~sion on passing the examinations or giving 
the required proof of proficiency. 
3. When you arrive, at the opening of the term, present this card of In-
troduction to the Steward, In his office at the rear of tbP chapel in the ·main 
building; select your room, pay the rent, make your deposit, (see page 28), 
and, without loss of time, show your receipt therefor to the President at his 
office, south of the main building. If you have not the proper certificate of 
proficiency in the studies required, you will there secure a card for examina-
tion. 
4. Attend punctually every examination at the time and place Indicated on 
that card. When all the examinations are completr.d, and your standings 
therein are marked on the card, return it to the President at his office. If 
you have passPd the studies required \Vitb a standing of 3 or over, (4 being 
perfect), you will then sign the Student's Record Book and Contract, and se-
·cure a card of classification. which certifies your admission to the College and 
assigns you t-0 your proper classes. 
5. Pre3eot the card of classification to each of the wachers having charge 
of the classes to which yon are assigned, and attend thereafter every recita-
tion of the term. 
THE CLASSIFICATION OF STUDENTS. 
Students who fail to secure the required pass mark In any study must make 
up that study before it ts taken by the next college class, or classify back with 
th it clasi in th.at study. If their mark h 2. 75 or below on a scale of 4.00 
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they will not be permitted to make up the work by themselves, but must take 
it over again with the next class. 
N. B.-To enable students to make up hack studies. such examinations att 
may be necessary will be held during the first week of each term. At the lJe· 
ginning of the year in February nu student can classify for promotion with 
his class until he has passed a satisfactory examination on all studies but one 
- of the preceding yPar, and that study mufolt be passed by the end of the first 
week of the next term. ' 
STUDENTS' EXPENSES, ETC. 
~o chal'ge is mat.le for tuition to Iowa students. To those who come from 
outside the State $~0.00 tuition per year will be charged, unless remitted to 
worthy students by special vote of the Trustees. on rE>commendation of the 
FacuJty. 
For hoard. heating, lighting. deaning and care of the college buildings, 
students pay less than the items actually cost the lustitution. Injury to col-
lege property, of wltatever sort, is charged to the author. when known; 
otherwise to the St'Ctioa, or the entire body of students, as may seem most 
just in the given rast~. 
Students who board in any or tht> eollt'ge huildings furnish their own 
bedding, and all furniture for their rooms, excepting l>ed.:1teads, 
washstands, tahles and wardrobes. They are eamt"stl~ ad vised to bring from 
home carpets. etc .• to make their rooms comfortable and 
cheerfu I. ~la le students in the lower classes. not ph) ::,ically disabled, are 
required by law to take the military drill, and purchase uniforms therefor . 
.. Physical disability" must he certified by our Surgeo11. J>r. Fairchild, on 
physical examination. 
The <·urrent expenses of students d urlng the~ ear l 881;, were about as folio\\ s : 
In the Main College Building:-
Rourd per week . . . ... 
I.ightlng u.nd beating, per week 
Incidentals per week . . . . . . . . . 
ltoom rent. per term...... . ..... . 
HospitRI teeA per term• ..... . 
In the BontdinJr Hall!'·-
Bonrd per week 
l•'uel u.nd lighting, per week 
Janitor's fee, per term .... 
Room rent per term . . .. 
Hospital faes, per term• .. 
l•\Jr day students:-








. ..•... 3 OU 
.2 00 to 3 00 
jl) 
. .. .. . . 4 00 
•NoT&-A commodious o.nd secluded ho~pital building is provided, and th s hospi-
tal fee of io cents insures to each student fr~e nursing and medical attendance in 
case of accident or sickness. This .e-1ves the mean!' also of checking and controlling 
lneasles, mumps and other contagious diseases sboulll they appear. The hospital 
has proved to ue u great bles~ing to the students, and the insurance is placed a1.t 
otuu.I cost. 
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As security for the payment of all bills against hlm, each student. at the 
opening of the term, is required to make deposits with the 8teward ns follows: 
On board account in Maio Building <for those who board there> ..... $20 00 
On board account tn boarding halls (for those who bo.lrd there) .... 16 00 
On room and furniture account.... .. . .. ..... . . . .. . . . .. .. .. o 00 
On General breakage and damage account . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. l ltO 
These deposits will be returned on final sett1eme11t nt the clos" of tho term. 
All bills for each month must, without fail, IJe sE>ttled at th<> Stt-warci's 
office on the second Saturday of the month followine-. 
The dining room will IJe opened on the evening preceding the respectlvt-
days on which the spring and fall terms commence. No allowanre mi IJ011rd 
l>fl'ls i.s made for abscnr·ei. Students and others who bring guests to tlwlr 
tables are required to purchase meal tickets. All &tndents are required to 
board and room in the ~lain Building or in ouf" of the Cottages, ex<'ept wlwn 
permission to ooard elsewhere bas been for good reason jtranted by v1Jte of the 
Fa<'ufty. · 
Text books and stationery may be pun•ha:,etl at the CollE>ge Book·store at 
about twenty-five per <'Pnt below the average rt'tall prices, that ls arttui4 
cost to tll r Coll eue. 
~IA:--;l·AL LABOR-SHOP, LABORATORY AND FIELD PRACTICE. 
The following regulations in regard to manual labor hnve been adopted by 
tlw Board of Trustees : 
1. The manual labor of studenti is divided into two kinds, viz: unlnstruc-
tive labor. which shall be paid for in money; and instructive labor, which 
shall be compensated by the instruction given and the skill a<.'qulred. 
2. Uninstruct1ve labor shall comprise all the operations in the work·shop, 
the garden, upon the farm and elsewhere. in which the work done accrues to 
the benefit of the college and not to that of the student. Instructive labor 
shall embrace all those operations in the work-shop, museum, laboratories. 
experimental kitchen. upon the farm and in the garden. in whlrh the sole 
purpose is the acquisition of knowledl?e and skill. 
3. Students shall engage iu instructive labor In the presence and under 
the instruction of the professor in <·harge, according to the statement made 
in each of the courses 0f study. 
4. The compt-nsated labor furuished by tbe Department of Science and 
Agricu l turf>. of V t>teri nary Science. and of Englneeri ng. is given by ea<' h to 
its own students. and is eagerly sought . 
. '). The .. details·• of compensated labor supplied uy the needs of the 
various departments are given to the most faitbful and meritorious students 
in each department. 
6. Uninstructive labor is paid for according to its value to the College, 
but no student should expect to pay the main part of his expenses by labor 
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whlle here. The College cannot undertake to furnish the work, and even if 
it could, the student's time ls chiefly needed for study. Still, many worthy 
and industrious students pay a considerable part of their expenses by labor. 
some $3000.00 being paid out by the College thus ea~h year. 
GOVERNMENT. 
The crowded buildings of the College and the nature of the exercises, com-
plicated as they are by laboratory work, shop practice and manual labor, make 
order, punctuality and systematic effort Indispensable. This institution. 
therefore, offers no lnducemPnts to the idle or self-indulgent. All who are 
too Independent to submit to needful authority, or too reckless to accept 
wholesome restraint, are advised not to come here. The discipline of the 
College is confined mainly to sending away promptly those who prove on fair 
trial and faithful admonition to be of the above class, and to be doing more 
harm to the institution than can be compensated by any benefit they may 
themselves receive. Those who share here the benefits of the State and Na-
tional endowmentR are expected to show themselves worthy of them. 
The use of tobacco by students on the College premises is fordidden. The 
presence of ladies and of members of the Faculty in the various rooms and 
halls renders this imperative, to say nothin~ of other considerations. Those 
who are already so addicted to the use of tobacco that they cannot cheerfully 
submit to this regulation are ad vised to go elsewhere. Of course the use of 
intoxicating beverages and of profane and obsC'ene language is also forbidden. 
PUBLIC WORSHIP. 
OffiC'ers and students gather daily in the C'hapel for public worship, except 
on Wednesday, when the chapel hour is needed for military drill and dress 
parade, and on Saturday, when there are no college exercises. On Sunday 
morning at 10: 45 a discourse ls given in the chapel by the President. one of 
the Professors, or a Clergyman invited for the occasion. The object of these 
services is to emphasize and enforce the principles of morality and of the 
Christian religion; but in a State Institution like this it would be manifestly 
improper to tea"h or to cotnrovert the tenets of sectarianism. 
The Faculty require on Sunday such conductand decorum in and about the 
College buildings as befit the observance of the Sabbath. 
-- -------
COURSF . .S OF STUDY. 
Five courses of study are offered, as follows: 
( 1.) The Course in Scl.ence and .Agriculture. of four years. aims to 
give a liberal culture in the sciences and other branches of learning which 
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underlie agriculture and the other great industries of the country. The de-
gree of Bachelor of Science (B. Sc.) is conferred upon those who complete 
this course. 
(2.) The Course for Lad1.es, of four years, meets a growing demand 
for the higher education of women. It provides an opportunity for a 
more thorough study of literature along with a somewhat Hghter course in 
the natural sciences and math~matlcs. It leads to the degree of Bachelor of 
Letters ( B. L. ) 
(3.) The Course in Mechanical Engineering, of four rears, leads to the 
degree of Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering (B. M. E.) 
(4.) The Course in Civll Engineering, of four years, leads to the degree 
of Bachelor of <'lvil Engineering (B. C. E.) 
(5.) The Course h1 l"'eterinary Science, of three years. leads to the degret> 
of Doctor of Veterinary )ledicine (D. V. l\I.) 
The candidate for graduation in any of the courses must have met all rE>-
quirements ttwrefor. In the technical courses he must present a final thesis. 
In thf' course in Science and Agriculture and in the Ladies' course, orations 
art.- required in 1889. Thereafter theses wl11 be required In these courses 
also: 
GRADl' A TING THESIS. 
The subjects of Theses shall be selected under direction of the Professor 
in whose department they are written, and submitted to the thesis Committee, 
with signed appr"val of the Professor, on or before the 14'irst Monday In 
April. 
It is expected that each thesis shall represent an amount of work equiva-
lent to at least one exercise per week through the senior year. (It ls often 
desirable that observations and laboratory work should extend over even a 
greater length or time, and students are encouraged to determine upon their 
subjects for thesis work as early in the C'ourse as practicable.) 
Tllat it shall show the results of the student's personal study or investiga-
tion, and be throughout original in matter and treatment so far as the nature 
of the subject will permit. 
That it shall be prepared under the supervision of the Professor In charge, 
the student making frequent reports of progress and having an outline of 
the matter ready for approval by the first week of the last term. 
The thesis ready for examination and marking with its sp.eclfic title and the 
written approval of the Professor in charge shall be presented to the Thesis 
Committee at a date fixed by the Committee durinir the four weeks preceding 
Commencement l>a). 
A type-written copy prepared according to rules held by the librarian must 
be deposited in the library before the stu.font can be recommended for grad-
uation. 
The graduation fee in each course is five dollars. 
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THE COURSE IN SCIENCE AND AGRICULTURE. 
FRESHMAN YEAR. I 





English: Language and Composition-4. 
Htstory-5: or Latin-5. l 
Lectures Field. on Agriculture, with 
pract1ce-6 bourA. 


















Surveying, Lnnd-6, eight weeks. 
Pract Ice, Fleld-2. 




































Literature. English-5 or 3. 






Anatomy of Domestic Anlmal~-5. 
Astronomy-6. 
Chemistry, Agricultural Lab. Prnc.-3. 
Geology and ~lfneralogy-5. 
German-&. 
Psycho'ogy dncluding human brain 
three weeks>-5. 






Civilization, History of-5. 
Climatology-I. 
Drainage-I. 
Eth lea and Civlcs-4 
In ects. Injurious-I. 




i •Tho~" figures indicate the number of recitations per week. , 
I! Jn all Laboratory work three hours count a~ one recitation. J 
+Students who take Analytical Geometry may omit Botany. 
: Jn,the Junior and Senior years the student ls permitted to select from the 
list for each term a number of studies aggregating (in addition to Elocution if 
choscnl, not les.q than fifteen nor more than eighteen exercises per week. 
i___ -- - - - - --- -
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THE COURSE FOR LADIES. 
FRESHMAN VEAR. 
FIU!"T 1:J·:Inl.' 1-------"--- ----
i Algebra. Advanced-I>. 
, Dra\\1ng-2. 
1 Elocutlon-1. 
English: Language and <'omposl-
- tlon-4. 












Zoology. Elementary-2 <optlonall. 
--------------- ------ -..----
SOPHOMORE VEAR. 




French-4, or Latin-4. 
History, Ancient-2. 
• And choice of Chemistry-a, and 
Laboratory Praotice-2. or any two 
of the following sciences: Physics-
2, Trigonometry-0, nine weeks, Ad-
ditional Botany-2. 
BECO~ I> TEUM. 
French-!i. or Latin--f. 
History, Modern-2. 
•And a choice of two of the follow· 
Ing sciences: Botaoy-4. Chemistry 


































Chemistry, Boph. and Juoior--6. 
Geology and Mlnernlogy-6. 
German-6. 
Psychology <including Human Bralol-
6. three weeks. 
Thesis <required>-1. 
S(l:C'OXI> TERA[. 
Clvlll7.atlon. History of-6. 
Domestic Economy-1. 
Laboratory Practlce-1. 




•In the Junior and Senior yearB the student ls permitted to select from the 
list for each term a number of studle~ aggregating On addition to Elocution tf 
chosen>. not less than.fifteen nor more than elghte.m exercises per week. 
~-------- --- ----
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Drawing, 14"'ree hand-2. 
Drawing, Mechanical-2. 
Drlll, Military- ·2. 
Eiocution-1. 
English: Language and Composi-
tion-4. 
French- 6. 
Shop Practice H hours per week. 
SECOND TERM. 







Shop Practice H hours per week. 
----------------------------· - -------
SOPHOMORE YEAR. 
< 'bemlstry, General- 3. 
Laboratory Pmctlce--2. 
Drill, Milltary-2. 
D• awing, Mechanical-I. 
Geometry, Descriptive-a, 
PhyAlCR: Meohanics-2. 
Shoo Work 8 hours per week. 














Calcu l us-o. 
Contracts, Laws of-2, 6 weeks. 
Drawing, Mechanical-2. 
Mechanics, Analytical-4, 12 weeks. 
Physics-3. 
Shop Work 8 hours per week. 
Steam Englne-4, 5 weeks. 














Heat-Engines and lloilers-2. 
Kinemattos-2. 
Lltert1.ture, English-3. 
Muchinery. Mechanics of--4. 
Thermodynaru lcs-4. 
Shop Practice 9 hours per week. 
Thesis begun. 
- -- -- -----------
Designing-:!. 
Engineering, ~later~als of-I. 
GrapbicR-1. i.. 
Hydraulics-2. 1 
Machinery. Mechanics of--4. 
l\lechanicul Laboratory 9 hours per 
liJ30k 
Physics. Laboratory Practtce-2. 
Thesis-5. 
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Ahrcura, Ad,·anced --5. 
, Drawing, Frec-ban<l 4 hourB per week. 
l>rlll, Military- 2. 
J.~locutton-1. 
English, LanJ.Cuage and Composltlon----4. 
i"rencb- 6. 
I I !story-ii. 
Sl.:<'O::SI> TEIOI. 
Botany. mementnry-2. 
Drawing, l<'ree·han<l 4 hourR per wk. 
Drtll. Mtlfta.ry- 2. 










Fit>lcl Practice- I. 
Oeometry, D<•sC'riptive-6. 
PhyBlcs: l\lechMnics-2. 
~urvc>ylng and Trigonometry-Ii. 
Drlll. M llatary- -2. 
l•'leld Prac•tlce-1. 
neomctry. A nalytico.l--6. 
Physics: Ht>at- --a. 





:Mechanics: AnalyUcal-4 ,12 weeks. 
Physics: Magnetll'm and Electrtclty-3. 
Stereotomy nnd Druwtog-4. 
~l<;C'O::SH TEIUI. 











8rruotures. Bridge and Roof-6. 
Wood. Structurcof-1. 
Thesis beguu. 
Clvlltzation, History of-3. 
Dcslgnlog-0. 
Lectures--3. 
Structures, Bridge nod Roof-6. 
Wails. Retalnlng-2. 
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THE COURSE IN VETERINARY SCIENCE. 
FRESHMAN YEAR. 
Anatomv of Domestic Ammals-5. 
Dissection and Clinic, 4 aft'n's per wk 
Drill, Mllltary-2. 
English: Language and Composltion-4. 
Hlstology-2. 
Laboratory Pra{ tlce-1. 
SE<"OXI> TEIDI. 
--- - - --------------
Anatomy of Domestic Animals-2. 
Botany, Elementary-2. 
Dissection and Clinic, 3 aft'n 's per wk. 
Drill. Militnry-2. 







Laborn tory Practlce-2. 







Anatomy of Domestic Animals-2. 
('bemistry-3. 
LauorHtory PrnctJce-3 
Clinic, 1 afternoon per week. 
Drill, Military-2. 











I 1st 5 wks. 
· after 
'5th week. Pathology, Comparative-2. 
' Therapeuttcs-2. 




Anatomy of Domestic Animals-6. 
Clinics, five afternoons per week. 




Surgery, Principles flf Operation-I. 
Therapeutics-2. 
'I herapeutics, Surgical-I. 
Thesis fin'd 4 w'ks before close term. 
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REMARKS ON THE COURSE IN· SCIENCE AND 
AGRICULTURE. 
In the Freshmen and 8opohmore years this course lt~ clearly defined, and 
but few elective studies are offered. 
In the Junior and Senior years, however, the student ls permitted to select 
for each term a number of studies aggregating not less than fifteen nor more 
than eighteen exercises per week. The student may thus continue as fully as 
he desires through the last two years the practical agricultural and horticul-
tural studies that are pursued the first two yt-ars-as required studies: It will 
be observed that all studies in this course, lnpeed ln all the courses, bear 
directly upon industrial life. No study can be selected unless the studies 
neceBBartiy antecedent to it have been passed. Selections must be made 
before the expiration of the second day of the term. and once made cannot 
be changed. 
Any member of the Junior or Senior c>lass who is a candidate for the degree 
of B. 8c., and who desires to pursue work tn any general branch of study to a 
greater ·extent than is outlined in this course, can do so if his written appli-
cation for the same receives the endorsement of the professor ln charge of the 
given ~tudy or department. and of the President, and provided it will not 
cause any conflict in the hours of recitation. The amount of time given to 
such study as decided by the professor in charge will be counted as o. part of 
the whole amount of work required. In selecting such additional work the 
other studies making up the required number of exerciSE.'R shall embrace the 
subjects moat closely related to it, and this special study allowed shall not · 
exceed one-third of the term's work. 
MATHEMATICS. 
A1.0E"BHA.-In algel>ra there are two divisions. The first of these ls com-
posed of students who show by their entrance examinations thoroughness ln 
arithmetic and a ready familiarity with the principles of algebra through equa-
tions of the first degree; the second includes all students who obtain a high 
standing in arithmetic, and pass the required examination in algebra, but 
who show in this latter study a want of thoroughness. Particular attention 
is given in this study to the explanation of the cardinal principles, and the 
drHI in the solution of problems and questions is conduct.ed with reference to 
fixing these principles in the mind of the student. 
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<T1w~mTUY.-Al1 students who complete algebra and secure a standing of 
three (four being perfect) in either of the divisions in algebra are permitted to-
enter the cla8s in geometry. This class is divided into two divisions, corres-
ponding with those in algebra. The student is early taught the full meaning 
of a geometrical demonstration. Ile is warned against learning any proposi-
tion by rote: and in ord<•r that he may not fall into this error. he is, at the end 
of tlrn Jirst book. assigned original theorems, which he is re11nired to demon-
~trate. Ile is expe<'ted not 011ly to understand thoroughly each proposition. 
but to be able so to arrange and present the points of proof as to form a com-
plete and perfect demonstration. 
K W. 8TA~To~. Profc.<Is(Jr, and A. E. K11mP.\THI<'K, Instructor. 
PL.\::\'.E T1ewo:-;o.METHY. -Instruction is given in this branch during the 
first nhw Wt'<•ks of Urn Sophomore yt'ar. The clai;::; is thoroughl.}' drilled in 
the nature and use of triguuometr!C'al functions. 
8UH\'EYINO O<'<'Upies the remaining eight weeks of the first term of the 
Sophomore year. Thorough drill is g-iven in the use of surveyor's in~tru­
mentR, and in the mea-.urement of lint's and angles and the computation of 
areas. 
C. F. ~lou~T. Professor. 
A ::\ALY111 A 1. (iEOMETh \.-This study is pursued u) the Sophomore class 
during its second term. The course of instruction embraces determinate and 
indeterminate geon~try. iurluding a full examination of the conic sections. 
The underlying principles art' brought prominently forward and discu~sed. 
The student is required carefully to analyze each article. and solve the prob-
lem (•otrnt>cted therewith. To set"ure thoroughness frequent reviews are 
given. 
E. W. STA~To~. Professor. 
CAI.nH.rs.-lnstruction in calculus is given during the spring term of the 
Junior year. To enter th.ts class it is necessary that the student should have 
passed the lower mathematical studies of the course. In no case can this 
study be pursued successfully without previous drill in analyticlll geomt-try. 
The abstruse principles of this method of mathematical Investigation are Px-
plained upon the theory of rates, rather than upon the theory of fnfi,nitesl-
mals. Instruction ls given by daily recitations and lecture@, with a review 
of the week's work each Friday. Twelve weeks are devoted to differential, 
and the remainder of the term to integral calculus. 
E. W. STANTON, Professor. 
PHYSICS. 
Reference to the various courses of study outlines the work in Physics. The 
order in which the study is pursued is as there given. The subject ls taught 
by lectures, text-books and recitations thereon. The work offered in the 
course in Science and Agriculture is fairly equi'falent to that found in Des-
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ehanel's Natural Philosophy. or Daniell's Principles of Physics. Experimen-
tal demonstrations are ~iven for the fundamental facts of the Satence, Illus-
trating the various laws; and the applications of these laws In the various 
industries and arts are indicated. The obj~ct of lecture room experiment 
is ta illustrate scientific doctrine. What the student wa'nts ls not a large 
number of experimental facts, however well classified; buta few well selected . .,, 
fundamental facts and the scientific doctrine which those facts represent. The 
method of instruction, in this department, is in harmony with the above state-
ment. By this plan it is hoped that the thoughtful student will discriminate 
elearly between principle and fllustra1ion, and lay them away In memory 
accordingly. 
The first tE'lrm Sophomore year is given to mechanics. Particular attention 
is given to the laws of motion, and to the doctrine of energy and the applica-
tion of this doctrine in this branch of the subject. Text-book, Deschanel' s 
Part 1. Heat is studied the second term Sophomore year. Heat ls energy; 
and it is from this standpoint that the whole subject is ~tudled. More atten-
tion is given to the quantitative relations of the various phenonema studied 
than to gathering statistil's on the subject. Text-book, Maxwell's Theory of 
Heat. The first term Junior year the subje,.t of electricity and magnetism ls 
studied. The doctrine of Potential is made the co-ordinating principle In 
this ever widening field of Physics. Particular attention ls given to the rela-
tion of electricity to magnetism. as manlfest<>d in the fact of induction cur-
rPnts; the relation of eJectricAl energy to beat; and hence its relation to me-
ehanical power. In short. tl~at the propositions of me<>hanlcs apply to electri-
cal nnd magnetic phenonema. The c. g. s. system of units ls explained, and 
their relations to the practical units developed. Text-book, Thompson's 
Elementa1y Lessons. 
Jn fall term Junior year. <ieneral Course, Optics and Acoustics are studied. 
ThP undulatory theory is made the oasis of instruction; and hence the funda-
mental properties of the wave-surface are examined. Text-books, Optics. 
Lommel; Acoustics. Tyndall. The Juniors, of this term, In the Engineer-
ing Courses, continue the study of electricity and maflnetlsm. The Dynamo 
is made the basis or instruction. Text-book, Thompson's Dynamo-Electric 
Machinery. 
The Laboratory lnstruction in Physics comes In the fall terms 9f both 
Junior and Senior years, in the M. E. Course. and in fall term of Junior year 
in the other courses.. The exercises are progressive and entirely quantita-
tive; must.rating general laws in all branched of Physics. The work consists 
of the theory an1 use of instruments of precision; their calibration; the deter-
mination of physical constants; the measuremt>nt of mechanical, thermal, 
optical, acouatlcal, eiectrical and magneticaJ prope:-tles of bodies; In such 
order and to such extent as the equipment of the Laboratory will permit. 
APPARATUs.-The value of pby1:dcal apparatus owned by the Department ls 
about 88,000, among which are: a standard of lt>ngth. a standard clock, a 
physical balance, a chronograph, a cathetometer, a calorlmet.er. resistance 
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colls, wheatstones bridge, current and potential galvanometers, high and low 
resistance reflecting galvanometers, a condenser, a standard B. A. Ohm, a Kew 
magnetometer. an electrometer-these are all, with the exception of the clock, 
Imported apparatus from the best European makers. A Thompson-H;rnston 
dynamo (old pattern), several motors and the electric light circuit on the 
grounds afford opportunities of studying this bianch of electrical SCit'nce. 
Through the courtesy of the Steward the electric light plant is made available 
to students to make such tests and measurements as actually obtain in 
practice. 
In comparing the above facilities with what is offered in the Mechanical 
Engineering course, it is readily understood that the elements of electrical, 
engineering, both theory aud practice, are open to the student. The Labora-
tory used by the department, at present.. consists of the physical lecture and 
apparatus rooms, and the two draughting rooms in the third story, elsewhere 
described. It is hoped ,t~h,,at this strange anomaly will be rectified within 
another year. 
ASTRONOMY is a five hour elective in the Senior year. Text-book, 
Young's General Astronomy. As aids to the study of this subject, the 
department has a fine celestial globe 32 inches in diameter, a sextant, r<'ading 
to 10 seconds of arc; a telescope of 2~ inch objective, equatorially mounted, 
right ascension and declination circles attached; and a two prism Browning 
spectroscope. 
SrnEmCAL TmGONOI\lETRY is a one hour study in fall term Sophomore 
year. This time is thought sufficient to familiarize the student with the fun-
damental theorems of this branch of mathematics; and, to give sufficient prac-
tice so as readily to apply the same in problems relating to theoretical me-
chanics, geodesy, and its simpler applications to spherical Astronomy. 
ADY ANC'ED PHYSICS may be taken in Senior ) ear; students looking for-
ward to this work should be classified in Analytical ~echanics, and Calculus 
of Junior year. This work consists of two parts: (1) Laboratory work at 
least six hours per week; (2) Text-book work five hours per week. 
For further information relating to work in this Department address, 
J. C. HAIN.11.R, Professor. 
CHEMISTRY. 
Instruction in inorganic chemistry begins with the Sophomore } ear and is 
required in all the courses except the ladies course. During the first half of 
the year three recitations and lectures per week are devoted to descriptive 
and theoretical chemistry. The laboratory practice, six hours per wet-k, is 
intended to illustrate the principles studied in the class-room, each student be-
ing required to perform all the necessary experimentation. In order better 
to train the stude.nt's powers of observation he is required to describe the 
apparatus used and the phenomena observed and to trace the relation of the 
results· to the principles which underlie them. In the second half of the 
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year, the same general plan is pur1med in the reritattons and lectures, with 
the addition of practicP. in solving problems, writing reactions, and the study 
of the principles of qualitative analysis. The laboratory work, six hours per 
week, is devoted to qualitative analysis, ronsisting of a study of solubility, 
the examination of known material, and a separation of un)rnown mixtures. 
This term's work is required in the course in Science and Agrl<'ulture and in 
the Mechanical Engineering course. 
Quantitative analysis in the first half of the Junior year consists of density, 
gravimetric and volumetric determinations and separations, using first pure 
chemicals and afterwards impure sulJetance~. The laboratory work occupies 
nine hours per week. In addition to recitations upon the principles and 
methods of quantitative analysis, the student makes an elementary study of 
oxidation and reduction. 
The study of organic chemistry in the second half of the Junior year is 
experimental and theoretical, using Remseil~s Organtc Chemistry as- tffict-book 
and laboratory guide. There are three recitations and three hours per week 
of laboratory practice. 
Agricultural chemistry in the first half of the Senior year ~onslsta of an 
elementary study of soils, manures, plants, milk and kindred substances. 
The study of organic ch~mistry in the second half of the Senior year con-
sists of qualitative and quantitative analysis of organic compounds, compris-
ing a study of known materials and followed by an analysis of unknown 
organic mixtures. The text-book is Prescott's Proximate Organic Analy~is. 
This is a "four hour,, elective in the course in Science and Agriculture, open 
tQ students who have taken all of the above prescribed and elective work in 
chemistry, and in the order in which it is here laid down. 
The work in the Veterinary Course is done during the Junior year and & 
portion of the Senior year. The work is introduced by an elementary study 
of general chemistry, followed by a short course In qualitative analysis. 
This is followed by a short study of organic chemistry and urine analysts. 
Chemical and microscopical examinations are made of urine, In both Its nor-
mal and abnormal conditions. 
Students may take additional hours of work in chemistry in any of the 
lines of study here outlined l>y complying with rules of the faculty govern-
ing electives. 
The Laboratory furnishes room for one hundred students working at one 
time, and ls supplied with gas and water at each table. Ample facllittes are 
offered for all the work described. 
The work offered in chemistry is sufficie1.tly extended to furnish the stu-
dent a good foundation for further stud~ and research, eithPr as an original 
investigator or as a practical chemist. The work is recommended as much 
for its educational value as for its practical utility. Students in chemistry 
are charged simply the actual cost of the chemicals and other materials used 
or destroyed in the prosecution of their work. 
A. A. BE:s:sJ-:TT, Professor. 
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BOTANY. 
The elementary course in botany begins in the seconrl term of the Fresh-
man year. In this course the Morphology of Flowering Plants will be taken 
up. and the student is expected to become familiar with roots, Eitems, leaves, 
and flowers; the terms used in descriptive botany, and the methods of deter-
mining the botanical names of plants. In addition to the regular class work 
each student is required to do some field work. Text books : Gray's Lessons 
in Botany, and Gray's Manual. 
In the first term of the Sophomore year, students are made familiar with 
the most important orders of the flowering plants. In addition to the sys-
tematic work the student spends one afternoon a week in the laboratory, 
studying the tissues of Phwnogams and Vascular Cryptogams from a physio-
logical stand point. 1n addi-tJon t-o the e-la$ w-or-k ea-eh stttt.len-t is-i·f>qttired to-
make a collection of seventy-five species of Phienogams. Text books: Gray's 
Structural Botany, Goodale's Physiological Botany. The course will also be 
supplemented by lectures. 
In the second term of the Sophomore year Cryptogamic Botany is taken up. 
Special attention ls given to ''ruRts," "smuts," "molds," "mildews;'' espe-
cially to such fungi as are injurious to cultivated crops. This course is 
accompanied by lectures on the morphology and life history of different 
fungi, algm, lichens, and vascular cryptogams. Students in the general course 
are allowed to elect Bacterioloe:y, which ls a required study for the Senior 
Veterinary students. The laboratory work consists of studying the germs 
of various diseases. and methods of cultivation. In addition to the labora-
tory work there will be one lecture a week with special reference to sanitation 
and the means of preventing contagious diseases. The lectures may also be 
elected in the Course for LadieR. 
Pharmaceutical botany bas been specially arranged for students in the 
Veterinary course. In the laboratory some of thP principal medicinal plants 
are taken up, supplemented by a course of lectures. Students in the Junior 
and Senior years have ample opportunity of E-tndying forage plants, qrigin 
of cultivated plants, diseases of plants, and the application of various fungi-
cides. 
In the first term of the Senior year the Civil Engineering students spend 
two hours per week In a study of the microscopical structure of various · 
woods and such fungi as are especially destructive in causing rot of railroad 
ties, timbers of bridges, etc. 
Students specially intert:'sted in botany may continue their studies in that 
branch through the Junior and Senior years. The facilities for such ~pedal 
work are ample. The laboratory is well equipped with apparatus for the an-
atomical investigation of plants, and the herbarium, i11cludi11g alJ groups of 
plants, fun1ishes means for excelJent advance work in SJ t-tematic botany. 
Candidates for the second degree have ahundant facilities for the pursuit of 
special lines of investigation in the various branchPs of botanical science. 
L. H. P A:UMEL, P.rofessor. 
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APPARATUS. 
The Botanical Laborntor) Is snpplif>d with 24 ~ood working compound 
microscopes. Pach having a one-half and a one-sixth objP<'tive, giving suffi-
cient power for all ordinar.' botanical work. In addition to thPse objectives, 
the Laboratory has three one-twelfth Leitz oil immersion ohjertlves, bPeildes a 
one-eighth and a one-twelfth Tollt>s water immertiion. The Laboratory ls also 
suppli~d with a fine R. & J. Beck binocular, with all accessories. 'fhe Labor-
atory is fairly well titted up for doing bartE"rlologlcnl work, being Jlrovided 
with a steam sterilizer, after the KoC'h pattnn, a breeding cage, plates, plate 
holders, C'OOJing apparatus, etc. Thus ~iYlng the veterinary students Increased 
facilities for prosecuting this important branch in connection with their work 
at the College. 
ZOOLOGY, ENTOMOLOGY AND GEOLOGY. 
In these studies laboratory work ls required so far as possible, depending 
upon the size of classes, mntPrial available, etc .. and this work ts elaborated 
or discussed in class exercises. lectures, rerltations, }>reparation of f pec-lal 
papers. essays, etc. 
E<'o:so:\llc E.xTo~rox.ooY.-A <'Ourse of about thirty lectures upon Injurious 
and beneficial Insects. insectirides and remedial measures. The principal 
groups of insects are defined and each student flxamines typical forms, makes 
a collection of common species and prepares a descrlptlve paper from per-
sonal study of oume selected insect. Required of students In the course In 
Science and Agriculture, and optional for ladies. Second term. Freshman 
Year. Packard's "Entomology for BPglnners." 
Zooi.ooY (General Morphology. )-An introduC'tory study of animal struc-
tures. Dissection of types. especially the starfish. earth worm, clam, cray-
fish and frog. (Systematf.c, with comparatfue hi8tology and embryoloqy) 
microscopical studies of representat!Vf'H of the various animal groups, pro-
ceeding from the simplest to tile highly specialized forms, and intended to 
furnish instruction m the methods of Zoological research. Lectures; text 
and reference books: Orton, Packard, Claus-Sedgwick, Huxley, etc. Labora-
tory guides. Colton's Practical Zoology, Brook's Hand book. Second half 
Sophomore and first half Junior year. 
EXT0:'.\10t,(10Y.-Two lP.ctures or recitations and three afternoons laboratory 
work per week in fall term dealing with mmute anatomy, embryology and 
classification of insects, and fUmishing albo additional practice In methods 
of Zoological research. Comstock's Introduction, Packard's Gutde, etc., 
offered as el~ctlve to students who have ranked sufficiently high ln antece-
dent studies. 
Advanced or special work may he Plected In the Senior year, which 
may consist of vertebrate dissection, (Parker's Zootomy) or Elements of 
Embrj·ology (Foster and Balfour) and spE>clal studies on life histories of 
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selected forms with preparation of thesi~. Candidates for second degrees 
may continue such work with opportunity to pursue original investigation1". 
GEoLoov.-Tbis embraces a study of the Principles (Le Contes Elements) 
a review of the Geology of IoWfl.; a study of typical fossils and preparation of 
rock sections; essays on economic geology ; geologieal "lllaps, etc. Five t>xer-
clses per week of first term Senior year. Elective in General and Laclie::1' 
Courses; required of Civil Engineers. 
Students in Veterinary course are given two exercises per week second 
term of first year and three exercises per wf'ek in first t3rm second year in 
Zoology, and two exercises per wet-k in second term. second year on Animal 
Parasites. 
Teachers in other schools. who desire to spend a portion of their summer 
vacation ln special work are allowed opportunities for work in the laboratory 
upon such lines sq can be profitably pursued. 
The Zoological Laboratory is supplied with twent)-five microscopes, various 
microtomes, including a Thoma, and other apparatus for microscopical study 
and gross dissections. A supply of marine animals properly preserved for 
laboratory work furnishes means for study of forms otherwise inaccessible to 
inland students. 
The musH1m arrane.:ed with special reference to students' use contains typi-
cal examples in all the principal groups. A buffalo, Rocky Mountain sht-t-p .. 
and other large mammals, a very complete set of lo\\ a birds, an unusu-
ally large alligator and the set of marine invertebrates are among the more 
striking features of what is con~ide1 ed one of the l.>t>Ht working collections in 
the west. 
The collection of insects most of \\hi ch is at present kept in the laboratury 
rooms at North Hall has received esp1:1cial attention and is of particular value 
to students of the Iowa specie~. 
The museum rooms as well as the laboratory are open to students for the 
direct study of specimens. Visitors a1e admitted every week day from 9 to 1:! 
A. 1\1 •• and I to 5 P. 1\1. 
H:EHBEHT Oiomon~. Professor. 
PHYSIOLOGY. 
In the second term of the Junior year the study of comparative and human 
anatomy and physiology is takt-n up ln a course of lectures and text-book 
exercises throughout the term. The general and spec>ial facts of biolog) and 
the anatomical structures of the various organisms are described with as much 
minuteness of detail as the time will admit. followed by a resume of the sub-
ject, in which the evolution of the different systems of organs is traced from 
their earliest beginning to their most differentiated forms. The course is in-
troduced by lt>ctures on comparative embryology. 
D. 8. FAmcm1.n. Professor. 
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BIOLOGICAL WORK. 
By combining tbe different biological studies of the <ieneral Course with 
certain studies of the Veterinary School, it will be st>en that a student can 
devote two years almost exclusively to biological work. Those who de,.ire to. 
spend only a limited time, and who are not c·andldates for degrees, may. lf 
properly prepared, select entirely from studies in these branches. The selec-
tions possible arei as follows: First term: botany. zoology and entomology. 
Second term: histology, botany, physiology and zoology or embryology. 
Third term: botany. histology, phy~iology, bacleriology and anaton1y or 
paleontology. J<'ourth tt>rm: zoology, pathology, comparativt' and l uman 
anatomy and botany. 
AGRICULTURE. 
In offering a course in Agriculture to tho:ie who are to become our farmer& 
in the future, we recognize: 
(1) That it is native ahility that makes the successful man In any line of 
work, regardless of education. 
(2) That any education is a hdp to a farmer. 
(3) That a man may be perfectly successful on the farm after a thorough 
training in any line, cla'isical. scientific. or technical. 
(4) That, from a lack of business ability, a man may fall as a farmer after 
the best college training in Agriculture; eduration only makes more effective. 
but cannot c'i.ange the power~ of mind which nature has given. 
( 5) That the lwst years of life for College work are also the best years for 
acquiring a business knowledge and training; and, on that account. the College 
graduate is at a disadvantage, when first entering active life, unless he has 
associated his College work with bis later occupation. 
With these facts in view, the purpose of the Course in Agriculture ls to 
furnish. to those who wish to be farmers In the best sense, an opportunity to 
acquaint themselves with some of the many scientific questions which their 
daily work brings forcibly before them ; to enlist their efforts In working out 
problems yet unsolved; and, by a study of the applications of scientific 
truth in daily practice, to deepen and make enduring that Intelligent Interest 
in their work which makes the difference between delight and drudgery in 
the performance of any labor. 
SCOPE OF INSTRUCTION. 
The main studies, aside from English and Mathematics, are Chemistry, 
Physics, Botany, Zoology, Geology, Vet~rinar~ Science, and Bacterlolog)-
which see under their appropriate heads. 
The following is a partial statement of the more distinctively agricultural 
part of the work. 
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Freshman year; first term: breeds of live stock; forms of animals; the 
zoological classification of the domestic animals; the principles of heredity °"-
and their application to the breeding of Jive stock. 
Sophomore year; first term : brief notice of the chemical composition and 
physical properties of air and water in their relations to the soil and plants; 
claRsification of soils; tillage; tillage implements; tbe grasses and cereals; 
clover and forage plants; rotation; saving and applying manure; farm 
machinery, history of development and principles of construction; farm 
buildings, principles of design and construction; farm accounts; general 
farm management; employment of men, etc. 
Junior year; second term ;-dairying; dairy breeds; profitable feeding for 
milk, at different seasons and under different conditions; the physical prop-
erties of milk; its chemical constituents: physiology of milk secretion; dif-
ferent systems of raising cream; of making butter; salting, packing and 
marketing. 
To illustrate and demonstrate the various problem3 there is upon the farm 
a dairy of seventy cows, composed of pure Shorthorns, Holsteins and Jerseys, 
with their grades. The dairy barn is ample for eighty cows, and has facili-
ties for storing food and making experiments upon a corresponding scale. 
The creamery is a substantial structure, with a fair supply of dairy apparatus. 
\Vith a fair knowledge of the sciences on wbicb agricultural practice is 
based, the student in the Senim· yesr ts prepared to take up the more difficult 
questions that pertain to farm operation~. 
Among the important topics are the following: Veterinary anatomy and 
mPdlclne: analyE.is of milk, feeds, manures, soils, etc. ; stock feeding; drain-
agt-; climatology ; the origin and formation of soils; their physical and chem-
ical properties; the soil as a source of food to crops; production of organic 
matter; source and formation of the nitrogenous constituents of plants; of the 
ash constituents; their importance and distribution; theory of manuring; 
composition, value, manufacture and application of manures and fertilizers; 
ability of soils to absorb and retain fertilizing matter from solutions; loss by 
drainage; by removal of crops; .. law of minimum;" extensive and inten-
sive farming, etc. 
The farm barns are quite extensive. and as far as the funds will allow will 
be fitted up with the best arrangements for stabling stock. 
Of pure-bred animals the farm has Shorthorn, Holstein and Jersey cattle, 
Clydesdale horses, Shropshire sheep and Poland-China swine as specimens of 
tb~ respective breeds, and to illustrate the principles of heredity, etc. 
It ls intended that as far as these individual animals are kept as represen-
tatives of different breeds, they shall be the best of their kind and a credit to 
the College. 
In the dairy the greater part of the cows are high grades of the three 
breeds named above, which supply the class in dairying with material for 
practice, and the Steward's Department with milk . 
• .I 
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The excellent Veterinary Department of the College gives rare facilities for 
the study of the anatomy, physiology, hygiene. dil~enst's, treatment and care 
of domestic animals~ and the agricultural students are given every opportun-
ity to avail themselves of these fa<'ilities. 
L. P. 8:mT11, Professor. 
HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY. 
Tlwse t"tudies form a part of tlu.• Course in Sl·iern·t-1 and .\griculture. Singly 
and alone the time allotted to this terhniC'al line of E1tudy and practice could 
accomplish littll• more than to make the studt>nt familiar with some of the lead-
ing mocles:and methods of empirical garrlening. <'Onsidnt>d mainly as a mere art. 
Supported, however. by thP full course in natural sriern·es. the routino of horti-
cultural op(>rations rist•s above the le\ el of unrl•asoning rm tom to the rank of 
applied sciPn<'e. The cultivatPrl plant hecom<'s a thing of life, varied In 
vitality, hahit of growth. and fruitfuhwss b) conditions of i-oil and nir more 
or less under C'ontrol. 
The studies ht->2'in with tlw second tt•rm of th£> Fre.,hman year. ~o tPxt 
books are used in thii; or tlw Sophomor(> year. as in tlw consl<l<•ratlon of the 
subjects of small fruit-growing. orcharding. lawn-planting. flower-border. 
and forestry. we ha\'£> no text book ns yet adapted tQ our prairie soil and cli-
mate. Instruction is imparted hy IP<'fnrei;. making every possible use of the 
many in8tructive ohjert lef-sons of th(> grounds. the nurseries, the orchards 
and the horticultural museum. 
The supporting studies in botany, rhemlstry. entomology, agriculture. etc., 
fit the Junior class for the intelligent consldl•ration of theoretical horticulture 
as outlined in ·•Lindley's Theor) of Ilorti<'ultnre." enabling the student to 
comprehend importa11t principlf's pertaining to vital fur<'e. germination, root 
and stem growth, leaf formation and function~. climatic adaptation, etc., inti-
mately asFOciated in our State with failurl.' or varied dt>grees of success in all 
horticultural operations. 
MEANS OF PRACTICAL 11..LUSTRATION. 
1. The vegetable gardens. 
2. The flower borders. 
3. The oniamental grounds. 
4. The experimental nurseries. 
5. 'l'he experimental orchard~. 
6. The small fruit plantations. 
7. The forestry plantations. 
8. The propagating rooms. 
9. The propagating pits under glass. 
10. The collection of native and cultivated woodtt. 
11. The collection of injurious and beneficial lnst'cts. 
12. The set of abnormal and diseased growths. 
13. A set of fac-simile fruit casts. 
14. The horticultural museum, now accumulating. 
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LABOR. 
To illustrate each branch, and enable the student to become familiar with 
methods and p~ocesses, and to acquire some skill, he is expected to eqgage in 
such labor as will best promote a knowledge of the particular study in hand 
for about five hours each week under the instruction of Professor or foreman. 
8llch labor combined with Instruction is, in the course of study, denominated 
··FieW Lectures with Practice" or Farm and Garden Instruction. 
J. L. Bunn, Professor. 
PHILOSOPHY. 
PSYCHOLOGY. 
The study of Psychology supplies two wants. First: It gives an analysis 
-0f \he intellectual powers and discovers the laws of thought, thereby enab-
Jiug the student to think with greater accuracy and clearness on any subject; 
and since success in every kind of activity depends on clearness of (,/thought, 
JJS~ chology is one of the most "pr~ctical" studies. 
Second : Psychology as taught here clearly sets forth the fundamental 
principles and mutual relations of the industrial sciences, the incipient unit 
in Pacb, the processes of experimentation, discovery and research, and the 
underlying principles of association which render the classifications of the 
various sciences possible, and naturally place the industrial sciences in 
closely related groups. 
The study occupies five hours per week of recitations and lectures the first 
half of the Senior year. Welch's Psychology is used as a text oook. It is 
supµlemented by lectures and by library work, with Hamilton, Cousin, Por-
ter. Spencer, Bain, Ladd and Dewey as the principal collateral works. Writ-
ten essays and discussions are required from each member ot' the class. 
W. I. CnAllBEHLAIN, Professor. 
ETHICS. 
The last term of the Senior year is devoted to a study of the groundwork 
-Of moral science. This study follows pyschology or mental science in the 
coursE>. because it must rest fundamentally upon it. Cutler's Beginnings of 
Ethic~ and parts of .Janet's Theory of l\Ioral~ are used as text books, 8Upple-
mented by library work and by lectures; the main object of the whole being 
to impress upon the ml~d of the student the belief that man has a moral 
nature, that this world is, for man, a moral world, created and ruled by a 
Moral Being for moral ends ; that, in no narrow sense, ·'honesty is the best 
policy;" that ls, right conduct morally is the wisest settled principle of 
action; that our spiritual environment favors right condnct; that there is "a 
Power not ourselves that makes for righteousness," and that it Is, in the 
highest sense, wise to WO"k with, and not against, that Power; and, finally, 
that the Christian Scriptures, apprehended by our reason, are on the whole 
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-0ur bast-.maans of I.earning what is the mind and will of that Power. Princi-
ples are sought; mere questions of casuistry are avoided. The last four 
weeks of the term are devoted to lectures on Civics; a careful study of our 
Republican Government, and especially of our rights and tht>ir limitations 
under, and our duties towards, such a Hovernment. 
w. I. CUAMHEHI.AIX, Professor. 
POLITICAL ECONOMY. 
In this division of social science are taught, l>y tt-xt-books, familiar lectures 
.and discussions, the laws of labor-its products and their costs; the princi-
ples of capital, money, foreign trade, tariff, taxation, and all the influences 
that quicken or retard exchange. The student thus galns a thorough acquain-
tance with the scientific data that underlie and re~rnlate industry, and becomes 
familiar with the principles that should determine nil questions of public 
policy concerning which there is so wide a diversity of opinion. 
COMMERCIAL LAW. 
It ie the aim in this study to present the general principles of law relating 
to ordinary business transactions. Contracts, agency. partnership, sale of 
goods, commercial paper, and real estate are studied. The changes in the 
common law, made by the statutes of the State, are set forth by means of 
lectures. Particular attention is given to the forms of notes, bllls, drafts, 
.checks, etc., and by frequf'nt reviews and examinations the student ·1s made 
familiar with the requisites of the more common, business papers. 
E. W. 8TA.STo.s, Professor. 
LITERATURE, LANGUAGE. 
ENGLISH COMPOSITION AND APPLIED RHETORIC. 
Instruction in English Composition ls given during the first half of the 
Freshman year. The correct expression of thought through written language 
is taught, and enforced by frequent exercises. A clear knowledge of the 
grammatical structure of the English sentence is sought. A thorough knowl-
edge of spelling, punctuation and the proper use ot capitals ls prP.supposed, 
but if found to be lacking on the part of any, special extra drill ls given, and 
work required. 
In the second half of the Freshman year the time of three recitations each 
week is devoted to a series of exercises in applied Rhetoric, in which the 
design is to familiarize the mind with those details of composition and expres-
sion, which are most in requisition in practical life, and are usually most 
neglected ; going no further in the philosophy of this branch than these practi-
cal ends will indicate and permit. The attempt ls to teach the pupil to express 
his thoughts clearly and forcibly by means of written language. 
E. A. KmKPATRICK, Instruetor. 
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ELOCUTION. 
The system of instruction in expression is that taught in the Emerson Col-
leg~ of Oratory, Boston, and is based upon the discoveries of )I. D~lsarte 
and I>r. Emerson. It8 ol>ject is t.o secure the health and fret:'<lom c.,f the 
bod). sweetness and volume of voice, and the culture of the mind. 
Talks on Physiology, as connected with the study of expre~siou, will ue 
giv<>n throughout the course. 
Hecitals are given occasionally in each clasR. 
FRESHMAN YEAR. 
FIRST TERM. 
Ucsturc- He lax iug exercises for all parts of the uody. 
roicc-l>ireetion of To1w. 
Ucntlerinu-First btPp. .\nal) sis. 
SECOXD TER:\I. 
Gcstnre-Exercises for promoting dignity of carriage and grace ot 1110\ t•nu·nt. 
1 'ulce -Exercises for freeing the throat and inereasing the resonauet> ••f the 
voiee. 
UencZcrino-Secoud and third steps. Analysis . 
.. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR. 
Gesturc--Review. Analysis of gesture exercises. Attitudes. 
l"oice-Review. Exerci-,es for flexibility of speaking voice. 
Rt.">tderfna-Thlrd and fourth steps. Analysis. 
JUNIOR YEAR. 
FIRST TERM. 
Gesture.-Revlew. Responsive Gesture. 
F'ofce.-Review. Additional Exercises. 




Rcnclcrh1g.-Critlcal study of one of Shakespeare's dramas. 
Study of orations. 
Delivery of orations. 
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ENGLISH LITERATURE. 
Three hours each week during the first term and five hou!'s each week dur-
ing the second term of the Junior year are devoted to the study of English 
Literature. There are three courses-first, n course tu English Prose from 
:\landevllle tQ Macaulay, in the first term: Secondly, a course in English 
Poetry from Chaucer to Cowper. and a third course in Ameri<'Bn literature, .. 
in the se<'ond term. Lectures are given ; the studetit is required to write n 
series of st·•dies of the chief authors: aml selected workR are read and 
c>ritic>ised. 
A. C. B.\JUWw~. Professor. 
LATIN. 
The study of Latin is continP<i to the Freshman year of the course in 
Scienc>e, and tht' Freshman and ~ophomort- years of the course for Ladles. 
As so few of the patrons of this College are able to secure Instruction in 
Latin at their homes, a beginning class will be formed. The Freshman class 
will l>e carried through Ahn-llenn's Sllort l .. atln <knvrHe. The ~uphomon•s 
will read C~t>sar and Virgil. 
Latin is studiPd in this Collegt> chietty as a means of learning the principles 
of language, the et.ymolog) of English words, and the principles of EngJlsh 
syntax. It is also a valuahJt> aid in learning the nomenl'lature of thr sciences 
pursued here. The attempt is to teac>h it In the way be~t adapted to promote 
these ends. In the vie\\ of Trustees aud Faculty, the Object of the Collt-ge, 
as set fourth in the law of Congress making the land grants that form the 
munificent endowments of this and similar State <'Olleges, does not require 
that extended study of the Latin language and literature which may be llesir-
al>le in colleges founded in another way and for a somewhat different purpose. 
Such knowledge is acquired as shall be valuable in Itself for the purposes 
named, and shall fit the pupil for further study himself should occasion 
require, and enable him to teach Latin in any ordinary school. The Greek 
language is not taught. 
A. C. BAmloWd, Professor. 
FRENCH. 
French is an elective study in the Freshman and Sophomore years in the 
Ladies course, and ls obligatory in the Freshman year of the Cl vll and Me-
chanical Englneerl~g courses. The primary object in the study of 14,ren~h Is 
reading, therefore only so much of the grammar Js taught as will facilitate 
fluency of translation. 
During tbe first. term, Freshman year, attention ls given to pronunciation 
and to exercise.:1 both oral and written. 
Thorough drill is given in verbs and the student has some practice In trans-
lation. In the becoud term the student will have mastered the most of Part I. 
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of Otto's 14.,rench Grammar. or lt:i equivalent, including th~ irregular verbs 
and wlll ·devote much time to trn.nslation. 
At the end of the year. he should be able to read ordinary scientific works 
or text-books in French. 
In the Sophomore year, the grammar is finished and stan<lard Frenl'h 
authors are read. 
GERMAN. 
The study of <~erman is confined to the Junior ~ear and first term 
Senior year. During the fir~t year thP student is instrul'ted in tht> 
1win<'iples of grammar. and gains a knowledge of declension, g~nder and 
conjugation so that he may with ease translate ordinary German prose. 
"Otis' J<:lemPntary German'' and "(irimm's l\Iaercbt-n" are usPd. The third 
tPrm ls devoted to reading Schiller and selections from the best German nov-
Plist~. while special attention is given to reading at sight. 
This short course is not sufficient to give one a mastery of the languagt:' 
nor make him familiar with Its litt-raturP. 
ThP ohje<'t in view is that of secnri DK a reading knowledge of <ierman. 
By the methods pur:med. the student gains a practical vocabulan and ma) 
with a little practice. write and speak with correctness. 
~Is!o' LILI.IF. M. Gr'."s. ProfesRor. 
HISTORY. 
l n the Ladies' course History is taught, two exercises each week, through 
tlw Sophomr,re year. In the other <>oursPs it has five exercises each week in 
thP first te1m of the l<'reshman ) ear. 
Th~ History of En~land Is <'arefnlly studied, with spe<>ial referenee to those 
in~titutlons and ideas which receive their final dev~Jopement in the Constitu- ' 
tion of the United States. 
HISTORY OF CIVILIZATION'. 
-l>urine: the second term of the Senior year, one hour a day is given to this 
stnrly. The class first makes a rapid revi~w of the progress of the raee, using 
.\ndrews' lristitute of General History, which is rnpplemented by a <'ottrse of 
lPcturPs. The claq~ is then divided into sections for the more <>arefnl study 
of the 11\storv or sPlected <'ivllizing forcE-s. In this part of the course the 
hour is m11inly occupied in hea-ring written reports from memhns of tlw claHs 
appotnted to pursue, tn the llbrary, s~ecial lines of rpseareh. 
A. C. BARROWS, Pr<>fe880"!". 
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MILITARY SCIENCE AND TACTICS. 
It iR not intended to complete the education of the thorough soldier, but to 
fit young men for filling: intelligently positions in the State troops as line offi-
cers and company instructors. The constant demand for mtm thus trained 
emphasi~s the value of a thoroughly organized and well sustained military 
course. The chief advantages derived are th(> acquirement of a dignified car-
riage of the person, a gentlemanly deportment and a self-respecting discipline, 
with habits of neatne8s, order and punctuality. Opportunities are afforded 
each cadet for extending the studieR In military science as desired. the College 
being provided with the necessary arms, arroutrements and outfits for drill 
and instruction in the infantry, artillery, and signal tactics, for which 
special classes will be formed. Lectures on military suhjects are delivered 
throughout the course, and regular battalion drill and dress parade take place 
each Wednesday and Friday afternoon. All male students of the College, 
except such as may be excused for good reason by proper authority, are re-
quired to become members of the College l>attalion. anct wear the prescribed 
uniform during military exercises. 
<'APT. J. Rr~H I.me 01.!'l', Prn.fe.ssor. 
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THE COURSE FOR LADIES. 
This course is much the same as the general course for gentlemen, except 
that more time is devoted to la11guage and literature, and le8s to pure and 
applied sclenre. A careful examination of the arrangeme~t of studies, 1see 
tabulated arrangemt-nt, page S3), will show that a lady may pursue a lan-
guage study throughout the <'Ollrse and 'C.'ombine with it any two of tbP five 
named scirn<'e~. A lady studen~. for example. may take two years of Latin 
and two years of Geiman or two and a half years of either Latin or German 
and a year and a half of Frt nrl1. In addition to the other litnary studies 
the lady student take!-! botany one l ear and has the choice of any two or the 
following ~Ci<'nre~. viz: mathematir~. ph)sic~. ('hemistry, zoology, and vege-
table physiolog~. Opportuuities are gi\ en. to such as de&ire it, to take lessons 
in mu~i<' and painting, and the very best instruction is provided in both these 
branche~. Students in addition to recitations and lectures upon the various 
topi('s in domestk economy recPive practical training in all branches of liouse-
W<»rk and general homehold managemt-nt. They art not required to perform 
a gn ah r an.uunt of labor than is necesE-ary f<'r the• desired instrurtion. 
Other counts, Hpec-hd') the ('turf-e in Srienre. are also open to ladies. 
DOMESTIC ECONOMY. 
It is the purpoi:;e of this Course to interest and instruct the young women 
attending the l'oll<>ge in the rranifold and romplex duties relating to the 
home. 
The topics taken up in the 1£rtme room are rhosen with a view to securing 
to the i,tudent a knc,wlrdge of practical and l'ystemati<' methods of rendering 
home a pleasant and healthful abode. 
The laboratory practice is conducted upon the principle that no calling 
requires for its verfect mastery more of practice combined with theory than 
that of the housekeeper. 
The course In the second term ~.,reshman year is devoted mainly to the 
study of the Boston School Klt"hell as a text-book, combined with laborntory 
practice. 
This text-book gives instruction in regard to the elemellts contained in our 
dally food and their proper combinations. Also the right adaptation of food 
to age, temperament, occupation and climate. as based upon scientific princi-
ples of hygiene and dietetics. 
In the first term of the Sophomore year special attention is given to the 
cooking and serving of mealEl, the purcllase and care of family supplies, and 
to general household management, including household accounts. Also invalid 
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cookery, the care of the sick and special hygiene, consisting of a course of 
lectures on the laws of life and health, especially woman's health and well 
being. 
During the last term of the Senior year there will be a general review of 
the work here outlined in preparation for the systematic and intelligent 
performance of the serious duties and responsibilities, which it is woman's 
highest privilege to assume in her capacity of housekeever. 
Mns. ELIZA Ow1·:ss, Instruct<>r. 
MUSIC. 
An opportunity is given to Ruch as desin· to take private lessons on the 
Piano-forte the Pipe Organ, in VoiC'e Culture and in Harmony. Classes are 
formed each term in sight-siuging and advanced chorus work. 
In the study of the Piano-forte the pupil is required to pursue tbe most 
thorough modern system of techniral training practicable. Only the compo-
sitions of acknowledged masters are used in instrurtion. Pupils may <'Om-
plete the first four grades of tlw New Englarnl l'onservatory of Music, and 
enter the fifth grade in that institution without examination. 
8tuclents are advised not to begin the study of the organ until tht>y are 
able to play w~th proper phrasing and exef'ution lleller'R Studies Op. 47. 
Special attention is given in this study to the art of accompanying, to the 
study of registration and pedal phrasing. 
In the cultivation of the voice attention is first given to the development of 
the same timbre and purity of tone throughout the entire compass of the 
voice, correct management of the breath, vowel formation, dlstinc>t artlC'uJa-
tion and expression. 
In Harmony, the attention of the pupil is drawn to the treatment of inter-
vals, rhord progressions, modulations and the writing of chorals. 
The College has recently been furnished throughout with new Knabe pianos. 
It also has a two-manual pipe organ, with two octaves of pedals and a variety 
of rf' gisters. 
EXPENSES. 
For private instructions, two half hour lessons per week for the College 
term 815.00. Pupils may take one lesson per week at the same rate. Single 
lesson sixty cents. No deduction will be made for temporary absence from 
lessons._ 
Class lessons per term $3.00. Instrurtion is given in Sight-singing to 
members of the Freshmen C'lass free. 
• Use of piano one hour each day forty cents per month or Sl.50 per term. 
For the use of the organ, a blower's fee of ten cents an hour. 
~11-.s E,· A 1' ... PIKE, Instn.wtor. 
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SUMMARY OF STUDENTS IN THE DEPARTMENT. 
Private instrumentaL __________ _ ----------------------------------- 41 
Private vocal __________________ ... ___ . ___ - - - - - _ - _ ... - . - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - 22 
Sight-singing_. _ _ _ _ .... _ .. _ .. ________ . __ . _ 4 . •.. _ - - •• - •• - - •• - - - - - - - - - 61 
Chorus ____________ . ______ .. _ . _____ . _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - . ___ - - ..... - ... - - - - - - - - - 37 
Harmony .. _ . _______ . ___ . __________ - _ .. - _ - - - - - - - .. - -.. - - . - - - - - - . - - - - 3 
Not enrolled in any other department of the College ..... _. - . - - - - - - . - - - - 18 
Number taking twoormoremu::iic8tudies _____________ --------------- 29 
THE COURSE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. 
The Course in Mechanical Engineering does not aim to make machinists 
though including thorough teaching in machine work. It assumes it to be 
the business of the mechanical engineer to contrive and operate means for 
converting the materials and forces of Nature to his own ends, and that the 
design, construction and supervision of machinery constitutes his chief work. 
The following are the folmdation principles upon which it is aimed to build 
up this course : 
The greatest possible breadth of general education; 
Complete mastery of fundamental engineering principles; 
The actual performance of some Engineering Work involving scientific 
methods in construction, investigation and design ; 
Unceasing contact, from the beginning to the very end of the course, with 
the science of mechanics, its applications, measurements and the study of its 
laws. 
The regular four years course leads to the degree of Bachelor of Mechan-
ical Engineering. When completed a fifth and sixth years may be taken for 
the higher degree of Mechanical Engineer, in such studies as the student 
chooses under the approval of the head of the Department and of the Faculty. 
TIIE COURSE AND PLAN 011' INSTRUCrION.-The student entering in Fresh-
man year, aiming at mechanical engineering as his profession, needs first of 
all to know the goal before him-What engineering is. All available means 
are taken to familiarize him somewhat with ordtnary engineering processes 
and the highest achievements of great engineers. In e\·ery case work has 
been done upoH materials~ he at once begins work in the shops, and from 
this practical basis lean1s what work iR, with its continuous effort and system; 
also what his materials are. But work has a scientific basis. To construct, 
without waste, a machine~ one which works, is durable and economical; 
demands measurement, calculations, close planning. He is taught by actual 
measurements of bis own, with rule, watch and scales, to find the horse-
power of the shop engine with simple apparatus, and learns the exact meaning 
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of '·work." Ile merll:!ur~s the power used, ant.l work <lone IJy his lathe, aud 
learns the simple relations of "power," .. work,'' .. force," .. time" aud 
··space," wbat "mai:;s" is, and what are its relations to the other quantities. 
Su he l>egins his acquaintance with the laws of mechanic·s undt-r which he 
has chosen to work. 
He must also have clear ideas of tbe µropertlt>s of materials, and soon he 
is shown how to measure the strtmgth, elasticity and stretch of Iron, steel and 
wood with tht:l testing machine. Other qualities, not capable of precise 
mea~urement, uecome familid.r from the work and instruction of the Shops. 
Since desiguing is a chief end, h~ at onct> L>egirn; tdrawing, wbic.h bas 
aptly ueen called the ••language of design." In u~ing and making draw-
ings he reads and writes this language, and learns at length even to think In 
it if thoroughly trained in descriptive geometry. 
Besides the work ju~t named, the ~·reshman i.;tu<lles Include the ordinary 
English 1Jrancbe1:1 and certain subjects required as the first work of the oth.,r 
courses. Some of these, atj mathematics and J4,1l'ncb, prepate directly for 
later work in engine~ring, while others are valued as increasing the mental 
grasp so much needed by all engineers. 
In the Sophomore year the principles named as regulating the choice of 
work again find application. Military drill and general scientific studies in 
p 'ly:tics and chemistry, including chemical lal>oratory work, are taken with 
the students of the other courses. Special lectures upon the chemistry of 
the metals and the study of the physicl:!.l laws of heat, electrJcity and me-
chanics, lead toward Mechanical -Engineering, and the same is true of survey-
ing, descriptive geometry and all the mathematics of the year. Mechanical 
drawing, telements of design, practice in shop and ttest-work are entirely 
of an engineering character and are fully described further on. 
In the Junior year political economy forms, perhaps, the only study of a 
general character, calculus and the laws of contracts being studies prepa-
tory for engineering work. 
Class room work in theoretical engineering uegim~ this year. The 
study of the steam engine is carried through the first term, and ahm 
uses much of the time devoted to drawing throughout the year. The princi-
ples of de:;ign are considered for each part, valve diagrams and steam dlu.-
Ji?rams involving inertia, are worked out, the elementt1 of a particular engine 
are planue<l by the class, and a Mhort study is made of the graphical statics 
of mechanisms. Attent.ion is later tumt>d to a variety of valve and lluk 
motions, to ditforent type:, of engine~. and last!) to pump8 and condt-nsers. 
Some of this work ls covered uy wt>ekly lecturt."t1 and recitations In the 
second term, while the remainder lb draughting work taken at regular tlmt-s 
for that study. 
After five weeks study of calculus (which comes daily through the lin:it 
term), the Juniors uegin the mechanics of englueerlng, talfeu .four hours 
+See paragraphs on Practice work gl\'<'D llelow. 
• Se•• Course of Study, JJage 34. 
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weekly till the close of the year. This conJprises analytical mechanics and 
strength of materials. and also the opportunity of frequently seeing practical 
application of these studies. in aC'tual measurements of power and tests of 
materials. 
· The physics taken by the Engineers this year is specially chosen for their 
needs, and deals wholly with ht>at, mechanics and electricity. 
It includes both class room and laboratory work, an'1 gives them just the 
knowledge of electri<'ity required by those graduates in Mechanical Engineer-
ing who intend starting out in the practical work of electricity for which 
there is now an extendf d field. 
In fact, for all electrical measurements and similar instrumental work. 
there is quite as full an equipment as in schools giving the so-called Electrical 
Engineermf! Course, now lwcoming PO C'ommon. 
Some provision for an electric power laboratory hi alone required to fur-
nish all that is needed for f'uch a course. and will without doubt be supplied 
as the demand for it. already pressing, gains further strength. 
In Senior year English literature is taken for one term as being a study 
indispensable for every educated man, and at this point finds fuller apprecia-
tion than if coming earlier when, also, the time is more needed for subjects 
preparatory to purely technical work. 
The theoretical and applied engineering studies of this year are of great 
interest and importance. Kinematics and mechanics of machinery, involving 
as they do systematic treatment of machine motions: of the conversion of 
e~ernal forces into work after transmission through the parts of a machine. 
and of methods of proportioning these parts to the stresses they carry-these 
are the studies which claim chief attention, and average five hours weekly 
of class room work throughout the year. 
Machine drawing and designing comes twice a week. both terms, and the 
graduating thesis. the requirements for which are *elsewhere given, is begun 
in the first term and is allotted the time of a •·five hour study'' for the entire 
second term. 
For Senior first term subjects we have thermodynamics with problems on 
"Heat as used in Prime movers" as a four hour study, heat engines and boilers 
twice weekly with practical considerations of design, and shop work for one ... 
day of each week. 
The studies of the second term are: One hour in graphics of framed 
strncturPs. Two hours in hydraulics, a subject of growing importance as elec-
tric transmission of energy is being gradually perfected. Two afternoons 
devoted to phyi;;ical laboratory work, chiefly electrical in character. And a 
full day each week to expnimental work In enAineering tests, fully explained 
below unrler "englueering laboratory work." One lecture a week on the 
materials of engineering. and the most importa}It engineering structures 
and processes will also be given during the second term of the year to the 
Senior and .Junior classes. Library reference~ are used with more or less 
•See pages 29 and ao. 
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freedom, and examination are set l>oth for thest• and for mattt>r considered 
in the cla~s room. 
Besides the regular class room work one hour wl~ekly i-; <levott-d to review 
of the best engineering journals l>y the .Juniors and Seniors of both Civil 
and Mechanical Engineering I>epartmC'nti::. in whi<'h the instructorK nlso take 
part. 
PRACTICE ·w 01rn:-As givt-n in this rourse may he put down under three 
heads as follow~: Shop work, rlrawing and design. and engineering labor-
atory work. 
SHOP \Vom<-Is rtesigned to give famlliarity with the arts of Pnglneering 
by eight or nine hours weekly spent In W"rk in thP shops. While t.he evident 
value of making complete articles is recognized, every nwchanl<'al prluclple 
involved, and all the c11pabilitit>s of the various ma<'hlnP tools muflt l'UrE>Jy 
be mastered. 
To compass this in <;uch iimitect timt>. PXE>rcises. <'arefuJly <'ho"en and sys-
tematized have been adopted. in whirh skill in manipulation and E>vldent ap-
plication of me<'hanical prlnriples are pnt fir~t. llf't>fnl produrtion being u 
secondary, though a dE>sirahlE> end. This method, uulv.ersal In tParhlng rhem-
istry, is equally good here. In this way the shop-work ra11 be made progress-
ive. from simple processes to those more rliffirult and Involving greater skill. 
As the system is perfected. and in proportion to tht> skill displayed by Indi-
viduals, the interest and benefit coming from "making something of use" to 
plans laid out on paper, can be rea<'hed. 
The material used, is furnished the student at lowest wholesale rateP, and 
to <'Over this expense each one is required to deposit ~!>.00 at the opening of 
the term, the balance bein~ refunded at the close. 
Each student provides himself with a few of the tools he most uses, a list of 
them being furnished him at entrance. All others are fumished as needed 
from the tool room on the "brass check" system now nsed In all good 
machine shops. 
In all the work of the shops, students are on duty for the particular exer-
eise shown by the table for each day of the course, and are assigned to separate 
machine tools at which they follow each other in regular rotation. In thlR 
way all go through with every part of the work, though not necessarily in the 
same order. 
In the practice of the shops, the general knowledge of a supPrintendent or 
foreman is first aimt-d at, while the attainment of Individual skill ls also 
sought. The following are the subjects taught: 
JN THE Woon Snor :-Bench work in carpentery and joinery; wood turn-
ing, pattern making, and handling of wood-working ma<'hinery. 
IN THE MAf'IIINE Snor :-Vise work with chisel and file, centering, cut-
tin1t off, drillpress. shaper, planer and lathe-work, also hand turning. 
IN THE ForNDRY :-Moulding, melting and core making. 
IN THE SMITH Srror :-Forging, hardening and tempering, and annealing. 
To these may be added :-Millwrigbtlng and bollermaking, the shop system 
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of taking care of small tools,_ running entrines. firing, and care of boilers. 
T-here are now in preparation also courses in plumbing, and gas and stt>am 
titting. 
TnE 8noPs ANI> EQl'IPl\IENT ARE A8 FOi.Low..; :-The carpenter and pat-
tern shop ls a two story building 30 feet by 50 feet with a wing 24 feet Ly 3:! 
feet contalnlng the Corliss englne, condenser and air pump, feedpumps, etc. 
The lower floor ls used for the wood working machines, the second st or) for 
tool room and benches at which carpentering is taught. 
The equipment consists of seven wood-turning lathes, one pony plant:>r, 
one mortising machlne, one Fay rip and cross-cut circular saw, one jig ::-aw, 
one 3-foot grind stone, twelve sets of small tools in the tool room, also seventy-
five tool lockers. 
THE FOUNDRY-ls located in the basement below the West wing of the 
Machine Shop. It is 28 feet by 61 feet long and contains accomodations for 
eight studenttt. These consist of moulding tubs, core benches, melting fur-
nace, core oven, tspUJ trough, crucibles, flasks, etc. 
Here the student ls required to make green and dried sand moulds from 
patterns designed to br!ng out the most general principles of brass and iron 
casting. 
Loam moulding ls also explained; some work at the moulds while others 
are making and drying cores and melting brass. 
THE MAcai.s.e: AND FonGE Saor-Occupies the entire lower floor of 
Enldneering Hall and is 28 feet wide by 61 feet long with a wing 28 feet wide 
by 40 feet long, the latter containing a tool room 10 feet by 28 feet. 
Machine tools and general equipment comprise: One 20-ioch Fitchb11rg 
engine lathe, two 16-inch Reed engine lathes, one 16-inch Washburn engine 
lathe, one 10-lnch Prentice Bros. engine la.the, one 9-inch Brown and Sharp 
universal band lathe, one 9-lnch Washburn engine lathe, one 20-iuch 
Fitchburg drill press, one 22 by 60-inch iron planer, one 7-inch shaper, one 
Brown and Sharp emery tool grinder, one cutting-off machine, one Sp1 ing-
field Glue and Emery Wheel Co. 's 8 by 20-inch emery wheel for tool-grinding~ 
one 4 by 17-lnch buffing wheel, twelve machinists' vises, 78%'-feet of vise 
benches, one 88 by 51-inch Buffalo forge, one complete set of blacksmith 
tools, one wrought-iron anvil. 
The tool room contains thirty-nine tool lockers and five cases of small tools, 
which are sufficient to meet present wants. 
The Shops, and system of instruction there given, are under the care of an 
efficient shop foreman, assisted by two young men regularly employed to llJok 
after the tool room and power plant. · 
FREE HAND DRA.WING.-The instruction in free hand and mechanical 
drawing is under one control. For the students of the general Course, 
free hand drawing is taught for one two-hour exercise each week through 
tbe whole Freshman l ear. In the first term this consists of elementary 
practice in use of pencil, followed by drawing plane figures, conventional 
designs, and outline sketches of objects. During the second term, line~r 
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perspective is carefully explained, a text· l>0ok being used with scale and rule. 
This is later followed by exercises tn free hand perspective, with elemt>utary 
work in ~ades and shadow8. 
For those especially proficient, some time may be found <luring the year for 
elementary model drawing. 
The Engineers devote the same time to free hand drawing as the other stud-
ents, but the work is slightly modified, better to adapt it to mechanical train-
ing. In the first term, the objects chosen for out-line drawing are usualll some 
piece or cross section of a machine. They study perspective in the st>cond 
term with the addition of isometric drawing, while somewhat less time is 
devoted to free hand perspective. Here again the objects drawn are u:-iually 
engineering constructions of some kind. 
MECHANICAL DRAWlNO AND ~IACIIIN'E DESIGN.-Tbls ls begun In the 
first term Freshman year and continues through the whole course. Careful 
pencil work is first taught, the figures chosen being such as are involved ln· 
later mechanical and graphical constructions. This work ls finished with fine 
ink lines, and shadow lines are employed where needed. :Sext comes a study 
of simple alphabets, followed by neat execution In tracing suitable and <'are-
fully made machine drawings. 
A set of notes giving the principles of machine drawing, the best methods 
employed in engineering practice, and the theory of projectio.t1R, ls studied 
next, and with this, drawing from sketches of machine parts made by the 
student himself with all needed measurements, each sketch to be complete 
for use before he is permitted to begin the mechanical drawing. In this work. 
which is carried through the Freshman year, Prof. C. W. MacCord's "First 
Lessons" and "Practical Hints to Draughtsmen," are used as text-books or tor 
reference. 
The drawing of the Sophomore year consists in making complete plates of 
elementary machine parts from the tables and formulas, both theoretical and 
empirical, usually adopted in engineering practice. 
Prof. Klein's book on Machine Design is used through the whole year. The- • 
req nired time devoted to this in the first term ls limited to one weekly exercise 
of three hours, considerable of the student's time being used in making the 
plates of his descriptive geometry. Two three-hour sessions come ln the 
second term. 
The Juniors have machine drawing and design for two afternoons through-
out the year. Link work, valve gear and cam constrnction is taken up and 
some time is devoted to the drawings which accompany the study of the 8team 
engine with which this year begins. When time admits problems are gl\'en in 
designing ingenious mechanisms, often serving as practice In their study of 
graphics of mechanisms. 
In the Senior year, machine design and drawing fill the same time as in the 
preceding year. The work consists, first, of the design by the different mem-
bers, of the parts of the steam engine or such other complete machine as may 
seem best suited to the requirements or abillty of the class, and later, of some-
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design made by each member as a special study, or in cases when the gradu-
.ating thesis requires an extra amQunt of work of this character, such drawing 
may occasionally be a.-stgned to part of the regµlar hours for drawing. 
In all the drawing, students provide themselves with paper, instrumentR 
amt all necessaiy-equlpments, trrntudtng the dl'a-Wtng boards used in free ___ _ 
hand work. 
A list of the in~truments ueeded is given each member at entrance. and can 
if deEiired b~ supplied to the i;tudent"' at the very lowest rates. 
EN<HNEJt:U1N<· LAHORATOUY Womc-Besides some simple power measure-
ments made early in the course. and the opportunity to see tests of materials 
and experiments illustrative of principles as they are taught, a special set of 
ex pet imental tests is made by the Seniors in their second term. This work 
QCCUpies the day given to hhop practice in the previous term. As far as pos-
sible the arrangements for these tt>st3 are made by the students- themselves 
from general plans furniElhed, this being considered a valuable experieuce. 
They are taught to standardize the instruments and to allow for such 
extraordinary conditions arising to modify the usual methods as are dis-
covt>rt-'d by a careful examination previous to the test. 
Tlw lmportanct- of having means of checking all results and of making and 
rerording observations with systematic regularity and care is eE-pecialJy in-
sisted on. 
\Vhenever praC'ticable, results are figured out, at least approximately, on the 
day 1 he test ls made, attention being called to the need for special care in ob-
serving and computmg where slight errors would greatly affect the final result, 
and to the uselessness of carrying exactness of calculation beyond the limits of 
arcu racy of corresponding data. 
The e<1ulpment for this work is l>eing ('Onstantly increased with a view to 
more varied and extended experimental tests. Provision is already made for 
the following : 
A boiler test including gas analysis and observation of quality of steam 
by steam jet and calorimeter methods. 
An engine test Including dynamometer and indicator power measurements 
with estimate of quality and weight of steam used. 
Efficiency and duty of injectors. 
Efficiency and duty of steam pumps. 
Efficiency of mechanical power pumps. 
Ultimate tensile, compres.,ive and bending strength of wrought iron, cast 
iron. steel. wood. etc. 
Moduli of elabticity of the same. 
Strength of welded and riveted joints. 
Shearing strength of bolts, nuts and rivets. 
The apparatus for this purpose is as follows :-One 85 H. P. horizontal 
tubular boiler; one ~5 H. P. Harris-Corliss engine; one 5-H. P. plane slide 
valve englnlli; one Prony brake dynamometelf one No. 9 Sturtevant fan 
blower. (serving as power absorber): one transmission dynamometer; one 
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50 H. P. Wheeler's patent surface condenser; one Blake air pump for 
above: one 2 inch Worthington water mett-r; ont' Elliot gas analysis appa-
ratus; one standard pyrometer; one mercury flue thermometf'r; two-
Thomson steam engine indicators; one Hlrhards steam engine lndi<'ator; 
-- four-standara thermometers-for -s-~am .-an-d- wattlr; -0ne J>odge lnj_ect.or _ _arut 
Hancock in~pirator, fitted for tt>l-ts; oue American Steam Gauge Co. •s engine 
register; one Schaeffer and Budenberg's tachomett'r; one 50,000 p<•llnd-
testing machine. Also scales, Rteam and power pumps for tests. 
Arrangements can also be made for tests of thf' an H. P. Buckeye e11glne 
running the Edison electric light station furnishing light to the <'ollegt•, the 
dynamo machines being also available for certain testR. 
It should ht-re be sta·ed that libt-ral provisions is helng madt-> h) the Huard 
of Trubtees for the needs of this l>epartment. During th~ pai;t year the 
Worthington C(Jlnpany donatt-d their 2 iurh "atl-'r meter to tlw Depart nwnt 
especially for this test work. and Mr. 1''. M. Wheeler. of ~ew York. donated 
his compound tubular surface condenHH valued at $3i5.00 and fumi!\hed 
the Blake air pump, which goes witll it. at a v£>ry liberal rliRcotmt. 
Too great value cannot be plared on the c>xperimental lahoratory W<rrk as 
a means of fixh1g true conreptions of enginet->rlng principle~. of training In 
scientifir obsnvation and equipping the studt>nt for actual engint'nlng 
practice. 
It is purposed to enlarge and perfect this work as rapidly as tbe lll>nallt) 
of State appropriation and the friends of eduration make it posi.lbJe. 
In this and all work of the course roHct>ntratirn and th• roughness ls to be 
sought before great range of subject?, and unit) of effort by making ••very 
part of the instruction given. illustrate and reinforre every other. 
As far as possible the attempt is made to find desirable employmeut for 
graduates, and success in this rei-pect has been aJJ that could be wft1hed. On 
the other hand graduates can greatly aid the pr(lgress of the work of th., De-
partment by maintaining commuuiration with and interest In the <'ollege after 
graduation. <'. W. 8<'1<rn~1m. Professor. 
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THE COURSE IN CIVIL ENGJNEERING. 
Th is course is similar to that in mechanical engineering, and also, though 
in a less degreP. to the science C'onrse. as will be noticed upon examination of 
the several rourses of study. 
The l<'reshman year and the first term of the Sophomore year are devoted 
mainly to preliminary studies including algebra, geometry, trigonometry, 
land surveying, drawing, desC'riptlve geometry, and language. In the second 
term, 8ophomore ~ear, the principal studies are analytical geometry, descrip-
tive geometry. railroad surveying, (with tield practice) and physics. In con-
nection with the C'lass work in desl'rlptive geometry a series of drawing prob-
lems romprising some twenty plates, is prepared by each student. 
In the first term, Junior year, students have calculus and a continuation of 
descriptive geometry As in the previous term, the preparation of drawings 
and praC'tice in the field constitute a leading feature of the work. 
In the serond term, Junior year. students have analytical mechanics. and 
the survey and a location of a short line of railroad, including the complete 
mapping of the same. 
During the 8enior year tlw study of l>ridgl•s forms an important feature of 
the work. A bridge. inC'luding working drawings of all details, is designed 
<luring the serond term by eacll student. 8uch other subjects as retaining 
wall~. specifications and contra<'ts. sanitary Pngineering, etc .• are also studied 
during this year. 
In all studies taught. it is the object to give prartical as well as theoretical 
knowledge, and for this purpose a large amount of draught ing and field work 
ls required of rac>h student. Thl• department is wt>ll supplied with field in-
struments, drawings, Ulue prints models. draughting tables, etc., many of 
which are the work of its own s'tudents. • 
C. F. Mot:NT, Professor. 
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It is the purpos.e of this Course or Dl~partment to train studf"nts for prnctirr 
in veterinary medicine. The anatomy of the horse is the special subject of 
study, but important strurtural ditfPrences of other domestic animals are 
{'arefully noted. The lectures on anatomy are Illustrated by means of 1>lates, 
models, skeletons and prepared specimens of the organs. A convenient and 
well-furnished dissecting room affords the students every facility far anatom-
i<'al work. 
Zoo1.00Y. -In the second term of the Freshman and first term of the Jun tor 
year there are two recitations pE>r week in zoology dE>aling mainly with verte-
brutes. During this time tht> student spend-1 one afternoon each week In the 
la horatory in the dissection of typical forms. 
ANATOMY is taught during four terms a., seen by the schedule of studies 
for the Veterinary Course. 
HISTOLOOY AND PIIYSIOLllGY.-This embraces systematic histology, which 
is taught by lectures throughout the fir~t term of the l<'reshman year, and 
practical histology, including the microscopic study of the tissues of th" ani-
mal body. The various methods of preparing ti.,sues for microscopic exami-
nation are taught with the object of familiarizing the eye of the student 
with the minute anatomy of the tis-iue-i of the animal body. 
PHYflIOLocrY is taught in the first term of the Junior year by lectures, reci-
tations and demonbtrationEZ. Phy8iology i-; carried along with mlcro~copical 
anatomy. Laboratory facilities are offered to studenti who desire to engage In 
ori~inal work. 
PATHOLo<rY. -Pathological specimens of all kinds are brought before the 
clal's for the purpose of familiarizing the student with the appearanc~ of dis· 
eased tissues. Tbe relations of patholo~ical histology to -th{' principles of 
medicine and surgery are <'arefully "tu<lie<l, and the advances made in the 
application of the microsC'ope to exact patholo~y fUlly considerrd. The use 
of the microscope in thP study of patholo~ical sp~clme1B forms an important 
part of the laboratory work during the last term of the Senior year. 
BoTA~Y.-ln the second term uf his Freshman year th~ student acquaints 
himself with general botany. and gives some attention to the identification of 
plants. In the spring term of his .Junior year the stu lent tak~s up Pharma-
ceutical botany and makes a collection of fifty species named and mounted. 
In the first term of the Senior year Bac~eriology and the methods of culti-
vating bacteria and means of prdventing contagil>US diseases. ~ 
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CHEMlbTRY.-The elementary chemiitry is the same as that given in the 
first term of the Sophomore year of the Course in 8cience and Agriculture. 
In the Santor year the work Includes the detection of poison; analysis of 
urine from healthy and diseased animals; examinations of food, and of 
--~""'-~..(f<'l~~J;6..and-qua.ntttatt.v.e-ana41.sis..of...th..e..s.e~nd-e"-C~ns-­
from, the body, together with such work as the c>linical department may re-
quire. Students also compound or make medicines required by the de11art-
ment. Ouring the second term original work is required. 
T1rnHAPll:l'TIC'~.-The physiological ac>tlon and therapeutical value of med-
icines used in veterinary practice are carefully con'iiderell throughout the 
Senior year. 
VETEHINAHY M1<;01< 0 1Ni-: A:SI> Sumn:nY.-These subjects emlJrace theoreti-
cal an<l practical instruction in the trPatment of d isra!-it's to which all domes-
tic animals are subject. as ~ell as the theory and piaetice of surgery. )lt>m-
IJers of t.he Senior class are made familiar with the uses of instruments and 
the administration of medicines. 
CLI:'.'iws.-One hour en<'h day is devoted to clinics. The Seniors are re-
quired to examine animals for certincates of soundness. clittgnose dbwases 
and presc>ribe for the same. 
This I>epartment ls really a Collegt> of Veterinary Medi('ine and Snrgt>ry. 
and has the fullest equipments for thorough instruction and practice. The 
course of study leads to the degree of I>oc>tor of Veterinar) ::\ledicine, (I>. 
v. :\1.) 
A T11m·:1<: YEAHS Cot:nsE.-lt will be noticed that beginning with 18htl the 
Veterinary course was made a three years course. This was chiefly to make 
the course technically more complete, but partly also to give time for spt'cial 
drill in general science, and in the use of the English language for those who 
from early disadvantages may be deficient therein. 
M. STAI.Kim, Professor. 
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The library numbers alJout eight thousand volumes. These havt> bPen 
selected with reference to the wants of the departments. the aim being to 
build up a working library. whi<>h shall furnish the students. who are purs u-
ing investigations beyond the ordinary text-books, with tlw !Jest au tho rltles 
and works of reference. It is not the intention of the College to furnish in 
its library a means of amusement, and while its officers hope to see the stu-
dents use the books freely, thf'y t>Xpt•rt that such u-,e shall be 111 all rasea 
with a definite object in view. As tht> stntlt>nt's stay in l'nllegf' is -;hort, and 
his time <'Onsequently of the greatest value. he cannot afford to \\ astc• it in th t> 
desultory reading even of good books. It is ther1:>fore urged upon stud1>n ts 
that they lay out for themselves counws of reading and study in ttw librnr~. 
under the advice of the Librarian. or of ~ome of tht> Proft>sHor-;. It l'i urgP<l 
further that students make frequent n..,e of the hooks of reft>re111·t• rt>1·om -
mended by the teachers of the varion.., eollege studie.... Tht> library Is open 
from 10 A. :\l, to 12 M .. from~ I'. !'ti. tn :l I' \I , and from i I'. :\I. to U :4!'l I'. M. 
'.\(ts ... <'oI<A MA HSI.A ,I>, Llbr11/'E.11n. 
GENERAL AND SPECIAL REMARKS. 
SPECIAL LIXES OF STUDY. 
Any person of mature age and good moral 1·haraeter, who desires to pursue 
studies in any department of instruction of the <>ollege, a1ld who is nut CL can-
didate for a degree. will. upon application to the President. he admitted on 
the following conditions: ( l.) He must meet the requirements for admis-
sion to the Freshman <'lass and pa-.s such -,ppcial examinations as thf' Prof es-
sor in charge of the dt>putment select •d shall deem PSSf'ntial to a profitable 
pursuit of the work. (:?.) He shall confine his \rnrk strirtly to the line of 
stud) chosen at the tinw of admission. aud ·~hall take t>nough of c•lastJ work 
and or lal>orator~ and other practiC'e to l>t> t>q•iivalent to tht> amount of work 
rec1uir• d of tht' regularly <>lassified student. (3.) H,r l'lhall submit t-0 the 
same requirements in daily r(>citations and in examinations, with student~ in 
the regular courses. 8uch studeuts "ill ht> permitted to room and board in 
the dormitories of the <>ollege if ttw rt>gnlarly classitiecl "'tmlent-; clo not O<'-
cupy all of the rooms. 
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Student9 who have successfully pursued thus a special line of study in the 
Institution, but not suC'b as to entitle them to graduation, will, upon applica-
tion to the Faculty. be granted the College Certificate tihowing their standing 
in such studies. 
HIGHER DEGREES. 
Surh degrees are conferred upon ca ndldates recommt>nded by the Faculty, 
in conformity with the following rules: 
l. The degree of ~laster of Srlence (M. ~c.) is open to Barhelors of 
Science who are graduates of the Course in Sclen<"e and Agriculture, and of 
the Ladies' Course of t'1is CollegP. 
2. The degree of Mechanical Engineer (M. E.) is C\pt>n to Bachelors of 
Mechanical Engineering, and to BaC'helors of Science IJt>fore 1878, who are 
graduates of the Mechanic·al Engineering Course of this College. 
3. The degree of Civil Engineer ( C. E.) is open to Bachelors of Civil En-
gineering. and to BaC'helors of Science before 1878. "ho are graduates of the 
Civil Engineering Course of this College. 
4. The dPgree of Master of Phllosoph~ (~I. Ph.) is open to graduates 
of any of the four-year courses of study in this College. 
'1 he Faculty will recommend for the above degrees candidates otherwise 
qualified who, after taking their Bachelor's degree, sbal I pursue a two years 
<'Ourse of study embraring at least two subjects seleC'ted with the approval of 
the ~,aculty from the ll~t of pogt-graduate studies, and shall, during that time, 
reside at the College for at least one year~ and shall pass a thorough exami-
nation upon that course. showing in one of the subje<·ts spe<'ial attainments. 
and shall present a sntisfadory thesi!:-1. 
Each resldPnt graduate must apply in "riting for examination at least six 
weekR before the annual meeting of the Board of TrustPes, stating explicitly 
the suhjec>t in which he desires to be examined, and, at the time of exami-
nation, (\\hlrh may be four weeks before the meeting of the Board,) he must 
11resent to the Faf'ulty his final tlIP.sis. 
• POST-GRADl'ATE STVDIES. 
Instruction and opportunities for adYanred study are gi\'en in the following 
branrhes to post-graduate students, pro\'ided that undergraduate work shall 
not qualif) a student for a post-graduate degree: 
1. Psychology. 2. The Philosophy of ScienC'e. 3. Social Science. 4. 
Engllsh and American Literature. a. The Science of Language. 6. Phys-
iological Botany. 7. Systematic Botany. 8. Zoology and Entomology. 9. 
Original Designs of Engineering Structures. 10. Veterinary Pathology and 
Materla Medica. 11. The Prineiples of Heredity. 12. Applied ~Ierhanics. 
13. Agricultural and Organic Chemistry. 14. Physics. 15. Analytical 
&eometry and Calculus. 16. Horticulture and I<""orestry. 1 i. Agriculture. 
18. French, Getman and Lntin. 19. History, advanced. 20. Et.hies. 
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EXAMINATIONS, SPECIAL NOTICE. 
Examinations for promotion from each college class to the next higher in 
the cotu8e occur only during the last full weeK of the 1',nll term and the first 
week of the Spring term each year. Students who teach srhool during the 
winter will be expected so to arrange the time of beginning and of closing 
their schools as to be present at one of these regular examinations. Students 
who do not. teach will of course be experted to be present. Sickness and 
actual inability will be held to be the only valid excuses for absence. Special 
or private examinations cannot be held to suit the convenience of students. 
To hold them thus would be a damage to all the classes and an Injustice to 
the Faculty. The same general regulations hold good in regard to the exam-
inations at the close of the Spring term in June and at the beginning of the 
Fall term in July. The success of the College, and of each student In It, de-
pends upon the rigid enforcement of the above regulations. 
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